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ABSTRACT. 

,In optimal control theory, the design of .~ state feedhack 

cont'rol law requires the ava~lab~lity of the entire state 

vector. However," in most of the control systems the.mea-

surements cannot provide the entire state vector. Then, 

the n.on-available state ·variables must be -estimated. The 

estimated state variables are .combined with the already' 

a~~ilable state variables to be substituted in the feed

back control law. 

In this' thesis, the observers that are designed. to estimate 
. . 

the' non -avail'able state .:rariab les are con side r-e d. In ,the 
,. ., 

deterministic case; .both for the continuous-time and .the 

discrete-time systems, ~~eaial emphasis is given. to the 

design of ~inimaL order observers. 

The stochastic optimal reduced order 6bserver~estimator 

and the suboptimal minimal' order observer a're suggested as 

alternatives io the Kalman filter. These altertiative de-

signs are compared and the inter-relationships are .discussed. 

F~rther~ore, a computer package prog~amhas been deveLoped 

fo~ computer aided design of ~uch observers for practical 

implementation . The user must. only supply the necessary 

data to obtain the values. of the parameters of the o-bserver 

of interest. 
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OZETCE, 

Kapal~, eevrimli bir sistemin 'eniyieal~~mas,~ ;Lein busis

temin ~u~um de~i~kenle~inin geri beslenmesi'ile yarat~lan 

denetim yasas~ kullan~l~r. Denetim y~sas~n1i1 ge~cekiene-

bilmesi iein' tfim~urum de~i~kenlerinjnizlenebilir olmas~ 

ger-ekir . Bircok denetimsis~emindebaz~ durum de~i~ken-

. lerini izleme olanaiLyoktur. Denetim yasas~n~ngereek-

lenmesi an~ak izlen~meyen bu durum degi~kenlerini uygun ~ir 

ke~~irimi yap1Id~ktan_son~a mfimkfin o~ur. 

Bu tei eal~~mas~nda.izlenemeyen durum degi~kerilerinin 

,ke&tiriminde~ull~n~lan g5zlemleyieilerel~ aI1rim~~t~r. 
. -'. .. . " .. 

_. Deterministik s-istemlerde ,5zellikle, enaz kerteli gozlem-

ley ieiler in tasar~mlar1 -i.iz~rinded urulmu~ tur. 

Rassal sistemle~de i~~. eniyi ,dfi~fik kerteli gozlemleyici

kestrieilerle.eniyiye yak~~ enazkerteli g5zlemleyieile~ 

"ele' al~nm~$veKalman s·fizgeciYle olan ili~kileri incelen

'mi§tir. 

G5z1emleyieile~inparame~relerini hesaplamak iein bir 

bilgisayar paket program~-haz1rlanm~~t~r.Kullan~e~n1n 

istedi~i g5zlemleyieinin parametrelerinin hesaplanmas~ 

icinsadeee gerekli veriyi haz~rlamas~ yeterlidir. 
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INJRODUCTION 

Application of .optimal cbn trol theory to the design of,' 

optimal closed loop' control ,systems ,results ina state 

fee dbackcob,trol law .of. the, form u (t) :: <p C xC t) ,t) • The 
. ..' 

state-feedb~~k control law.requ1res that the entire state 

vector be availabl~ from the meas~rem~nts.Howev~r, in 

practice, it may not b~ possibletoi~p~emint"th~ state 

feedback control law due .tothefact tha't the' entire state 

vector is not available in most cases. Therefore, a stiit-

. able appro~imationto·th~state vecto~ must be developed, 

that 9an be substituted into the state-feedback control 

law. 

, 
In th.e view of the above ,~iscussion, the design of the 

statefee~back conirol law is. separated into two phases": 

The "first phase is the design of' the state-feedb'ack, con

" i:rol law assuming that theentire,s:tate vector is' a:vail-: 

,able. The sec ond phase is the design of >a sys tern that 

provides an estimate to the state v~ctor~ 

Kalman and Bucy have treat,ed the state" estimation problem 

for ihe casi where allth~ meas~rements.are corrupted by 
. . . . '., '. . 

white noise ,Ill .' Bryson and Johansen have considered a 

more general problem assuming that so~e noise free measure

ments exist 121. The asslimptidn that noise', free measure

ments are available is a realistic ~ssu~ption in many con

trol problems~ They.ba~e shown that the optimal estimator 

isa modificaiion of the, Kalman-Bucy estimator which con

tains differentiators and integrators." Since differentia-

tion is'not desirabi~"for practi6al reasons, an a~ternative 
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to ~hemodifiedKalman~B~cy ~stimat~r, an observ~r, 'namely' 

the Luenberg~r observer has been ~~igested. 

The .observer, is a dynamic syst.em driven by the inputs and 

the outputs of the system whose. states are estimated. The 

order of the, observer is less th~nthe order of the modi

fied Kalman-Bucy e~~imator, hence it,is easier.to imple

ment it; 

'. Ob serve rs, are· imp ortan t in the. linear syste ITl theory, s in ce 

they offer, inaddition'to their.practical utility,.a 

converging seiting of thefund~mental 6oncepts,such as 

controllability;observabil"ity a~d stability. 

tiJ!le-lnvariant systems represented in state sl'ace. ,It 

considers ob,serversboth in the deterministic and in the 

~toch~stic cases, and it introduce~ the computer aided 

implemen ta tion methods ~in l.!,de.ta.il. 

. '.," .', '., .' ,.' 

. . . 

In the first chapter, the 'motivating ideas concex:ning the' 

structure of determln"ist"i c . ob.servers are introduced.' The 

basic construction methods for one type of observers, i~e., 

identity observer, are presented. 
'. , . 

The interac~ions of 

classical concepts .suchas observabiliiy and stability 

with the dyncimics of the observera~e discussed I~'I. 

In the second bhapter, a clciss of bbservers, i.ei,the 

'class of canoni~al minimal order 'observers for continuous-

time systems isconsidere~. The transformation int6 the 

can~nical torm whidhd~c~uple~ the st~te variables at the' 

output is presented and 'a design proc~durewhich determine's 

the dynamics of the minimal order 'observer for the system, 

in canonical form, by employing Lyapunov stability theory, 

is suggested \7\. the,lastsectidn consists of ,c6mpute~ 
.' ~ . . 

based 'algoti thms. wh,ich .a,re used in the design of the 
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minim~l 6rd~r observer. 

Th~ third chapter'deals,with the design'of minimal order 

observers for, discrete-time systems' represented in the 

canonical form. Lyapunoy stab~lity theory for disc~ete-

time systems ,is used to d~termine the' dynamics ofthe'ob

se~ver \8\. Som~ pr~pertiesof the,canon~cal f~rm are 

used to reduce the order oftheLy~punovequation. consi

derably compared to the ones developed so far in the Ifte-
, ' 

iature.' In the last section, a comput~tiorial,difficulty 

and a suggestive solution, are discussed. 

In the fourth chapter, optimal observer-estimators for 

st.ochastic systems which are represented in the Gauss-

Markov model a~e considered~ This, chapter ,is mainly con-

cerned withth~ ~asethat some of the measurements are 

being,~orrupted by additive white nbise,whileotheis being 

noise f~ee and present~an~oPtimal reduced order observer

estimator toestiina:te the entire state' vector or the sys,-

tem in the minimum mean square error sense \13\. The equa-

tiohsderived for the optimal reduc~d order observer~ 

estimator ar~ a,lso valid for' th,e extreme cases, those being 

'that all the' measurements" are corrupt~d' with noise and all 

the measurements are noise-free. When~llthe measurements 

are corrupted with noise the optimal reduced order observer 

estimator functions 11ke the Kalman filter and in the other 

'extreme case that the measurement noiSe is not present, it 

reduces to the minimal order o~~e~~er~eitimator. Besides 

the optimal reduced order observer-estimator, a suboptimal 

minimal order observer is discussed as an alternative solu

tion. 

The fifth chapter deserves a spe6ial i~portancesince it is 

"the practical settin'g of the theory deve'loped in the pre-

vious chapters. The userls mapual which has beeriprepared 
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pr()vidinganeasy' access to ,the user explains how the 

data' is enteredi?toth~' related' 'programs in the package 

,and gives the- structures of thesubp'rograms. 

Finally, the conblusion ch~p~erdiscusses what has been 

done in this study ~nd s?ggests topics for furthBr research 

iti the area of 6bservers. 
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,CHAPTER ,I 

BASIC THEORY \3\ 

1.1. INTRODUCTION TO OBSERVERS 

The purpose of this cha~ter isto familiarize the reader 
. , ' 

with the basic concepts of the observer theory. 'The. con-. 

tinuous time systems a~ecbnsideredin this 6hapt~r, but 

the theory developed here is applicable to ~he discrete. 

time system~ as well. 

The. linear time invariant dynamical plants, are characte

~ized by the-set of equations 

tr 

x(t) ,- A x( t) + B u(t) 

(t) y '. = C x(t) 1.1 

where x(t) is the n-dimensional state vector, u(t) is .. the 

r-dimensionalinput vector and yet) is the m-dimensional 

output vector. A is the (nxn) state matrix, B is the 

(nx~)input matrix and Cis the (mxn) output matrix. 

Let Sl denote the system -in Equa~ion 1.1. .. If the output 

and the input of thesyaiem Sl are used to drive a system 

S2' the the following ~h~orem announces thai the state of 

S2 tracks a lineartransforma.tion of the state of Sl' 

~HEOREM 1.1: Let Sl' ,represented as 

i(i) = A x(t) ~ B u(t) 

yet) = C x(t) 

1 



2' .. 

drive S2 which is given by 

i(t) = F z(t) +G y(t) + H u(~) 

where z(t) is ap-dimensional vector,F is a (pxp) matrix, 

G isa (pxm) matrix and·H is a (pxr) matrix~ (p ~ n). 

Suppose the~eexi~t~.a (pxn) tr~nsformation matrixT, 

such ·that· 

and 

TA·- FT = GC 

TB = H •. 

Tx(t ), th~n .z(t) =T x(t) for-all t> to . 0 

PROOF: Itis im~ediately writteri that 

z(-t) - ·Tx(t)- Fz(t) + Gy(t) + Hu(t) TAx(t) TBu(t) 

z(t)-- .. Tx(t)·- Fz(t)'+ (GC-TA)x(t)+· (H-TB)u(t') 

since GC TA - - F·T 

"and 
TB = H 

the above can be written as . 

z(t) - Tx(t) = Fz(t) FTx(t) 

z(t) Tx(t) = FJzC t) - Tx (t)] . 1.2 

Letting q( t) . = z(t) Tx(t) 

q(t) = z(t) Tx(t) . 

Equationl.,2 can be·written as 

q( t) = F q(t) 



·3 

which has the solution 

F(t-t ) 
q( t) 

o. = e' q( t ) 1.3 
o 

Bpi: since z(t Y - Tx(t), it follows that o 0 . 

q (t ) = o· o 

'Th~n iq~ation 1.3 gives 

q(t) = 0 t > 't '. 
, . - . '0'. 

or . 

z(t) = Tx(t) • 

This completes the proo£~ 

One should note that the systems 5 1 a.n d 52 need not have 

the same dimension. It can· be shown that llfl there exists 

a unique T, for the equation 

TA - F:T = GC 

provided. that A and F do not havecorilmon eigenvalues. 

DE FIN I T I ON 1. 1 : Any sy~tem S~ which tracks a lin~ar trans-

formation of the states> of the system 51 i~ an obse.rver 

for the system 51 in the-sense of Theorem 1.1. 

In the above theorem, the initiaicondition x(t ) was 
. . . 0 

assumed to be known. If theiniti~l conditionx(t ) is not 
- _ . 0 

known then- z(t ), the initial condition of the state of o 
the. observer, may be arbitrarily assigned to' be 

z( t .)- T x o 'g 
1.4 

for some n~dim~rision~l vedtor x g ' 



4 

In this case, the following d~ff~rential' equation 

z ( t) - T,{ ( t) -" Fe z ( t ) Tx( t)] 

,yields ~ solution of the form 

, F(t-t), 
z(t) - ,Tx(t) =e . 0 [z(to ) - Tx(t o )]' 1. 5 

It follows from .Equation 1..4 that 

z(t ) iT x(t )-
'0 ., o. 

then it is eviden,t from Equation 1.5 that z(t) cannot track 

a linear trarisformation of x(~) eXactly but with some 

error ~hich 'is due to the uncertainty in the itiitial con

dition~This error, designated by e(.t),. i~ known as the 

'observer erro~ and it is d~fined ~y 

. 11'. 
e(t}'= z(t) - T ~(t) 

Then, is f6110ws .fr6m Equatioi 1.5 ~hat 

where. 

e(t) = 
F(t-t ) o 

. eCtol 

e (t .. ) :::. z (t ) -: T x ( to) 
'0 o. 

1.6 

1.7 

1.B 

The error cauSed by the uncertainty in the initial condi

tion will propagate in time a~ shown in Equation 1.7 and 

wiil diminish as time increases if and only if F is a 

s tab Ie matrix. Since the matrixF is the state ~a~rix of 

theobse·rver, the observer must be an asymptotically stable 

system so that th~ observer error dedreases with tim~ and 

beco~es zero ,at steadi state~' 
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i.Z.IDENTITY OBSERVER 

I·f it is. required .that the' order of the observer 8 2 be the 

same as ihat of th~ syst~m S1; then the most convenient 

trans'forma tion i sthe'iden ti ty transformation, i. e " T = 1. 

Then, 

TA - FT=·GC· 

be comes' 

F' = A - GC 1.9 

whereF ~nd G are (n~n) and (nxm) matrices respectively. 

Since the m'atrices A and C in Equation 1:9 are fixed by, , 

the system 81 , only :the '(nxm) dimensional matrix G is se

lected to determine the dynamics of the identity observer, 

which is given by th~ 'followin~ differential equatibn~ 

z(t),,=(A-GC)z(t) + ,G yet) +B u(t) 

We now will state two theorems related to the design of the 

::iderttity observer. 

THEOREM 1.2: For the real matrices A "and C, the eigen

values of,(A-GC) can, be a,ssigned,from a desired set of 

eigen~alue~' by a s~itable chdi~e of the r~al m~trix G, if 

'and only if (A~C) is a completely 6bservable pair. 

For apossib1e proof one may refer· to 151. 

THEOREM 1. 3: An ideptityobserver with arbitrary dynamics 

can be designedf9ra linear tim~-invariant system if, 

and only if the system is completely observable. 

-
Proof is an obvious result of Th~o~em 1.2. 
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Th~ eigenvalues of the "identity observer ar~ ch6~en t~ 

have more negative real parts. than those of the observed 
, " 

system so that the performance of the overall system is 

not significantly d~la~ed~ 
"'" : 

An example is pre~ented below to elucidate the design of 
" "" 

the identity observer for a completely "ob.servable system. 

Example 1: A second order system .is given in Figure 1. 1. " 

It i~ desired to design an identity ob~erve~ for the ~ys

tern so that the two states will be .available to"be used 

for feedback purposes. 

u XI :: I;i" 

xto)=[:l 
U{4;). unit $-\cr 

The state space representation of the above system is: 

XCt) = [-: _:] x( t) + [:1 ·u(t) 1.10 

y{t) =[~ 01 x(t). 
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The solution· of the diff~re~tial.eCl,uation in Equation 1.10, 

for the unit step input 

x (t)' = 

1 
-" -
2 

1 
2 

. -t 1 <. "'2t] .. 2e + '2e . 

1· "':2t . . 
2· e .' . ' 

t. > 0 

sh6~s'thebehaviorof the states as time elapses. But, 
. - -

only one' st ate,.i. e. xl (t), is available at the -output. 

1.11 

It is shown below that an identity observe~ designed fo~ 

the system in Equation 1.10 will~rovide xl(t) and x 2 (t). 

The dynamic s . equation of the observer is given by 

i(t)-= F z(t)+G yet) +B u(t) 

where 

F = A GC 

The ~~trix G ~u~t bes~l.cted to:determine the matrix F, 

then letting 

yields 

1 

Th~ 6haracteristi6 equation of the matrix F is 

1.12 

The eigenvalues of F are chosen to~e more riegative than 

tho~eof A, ~oth~t th~ sys~em performance is ~ot affected. 



The eigeti~alu~s~fthe original.$ystem.are -land 72~ as 

can be seen in Equation 1. ll~· 

Then,.the e~gen~alues of'F are .chosen as 

t
·1 

-3 and '. "2 _. -'.4 . 

8 

If the characteristic eq~ation correspondin~ to "1 and "2' 

X2 + 7" + 12 = 0 

i~ compared withEquationl~12, gland g2 are found'~o be 

. and g = 2 2. 

Then the differential equation governing the observer 

given by 

. . [ .. " ] -5 1 
.zCt)i::' ... ,,: 

'. -2-2 
z( t) +[:] y(t) + t 1 u( t) 

yields the solution for t~e u~i~ step input as follows 
. , 

z( t) = 
-t 1 

2e . + 2' 

1 1, 
2" - 2" 

-2t e 

-2t e 
t > t o 1. 13 

The ~esult found i~ Eqtiat~on 1.13 is identical to'the one 

found in Equation 1.11. 

all system. 

Figure 1.2 illustra.tes the over-

The eigenval~es of· the observ~r hav~ been selected so far 

to c6rrespondto a given set o£eigen~alues. 

~pproachconsiders that the error 

e(t)- z(t) - T x(t) 

Another: 



, I 
, , 

'~, ' 

t .. ... " 

~ 
1ft 

,9 

fl. 

'N' 

, en, .- ' 

LL.; 



due to some uncertaintie~ in the inItial value 6f the 

state vector ~(to) dies·out exponentially. Since~ 

e ( t) = F -·e (t ) 

.; 

10 

1.14 

the above statement is equivalent. to stating that the ob-

server system matrix F must be determined to ensure uni

form asympt~tic stability 171~ 

To this en~, a Lyapunov function of~he form 

v (e) = e' (t)~ . R e (t) 

.. where Ris an (nxn)' real symmetric positive definite ma

trix, together Kith Equaiion 1.14, yields 

Vee) = -e'(t)(F'R + RF) e(t) 1.15 . 

or 

1. 16 

where Q is a ~ (nxn) . real ~ymme~ric .posi.tive definite matrix. 

For asymptotic stabi1iiy of the 'matri~ F~ 161 the following 

conditions must h~ld' 

1. Vea) = 0 

2 . Vee) >- 0 for e t- O 

3. . V( e) < 0 for e # 0 

Then. from Equations 1.15 and 1.16; it follows that 

F'R+ RF + Q = 0 . .1.17 

Since, it is known that' for:an. identity observer. 

F = A -' GC . 
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then Equationl.17becbm~s 

( A ~G C ) .1 R +. R (A.;. G C) . +.Q - 0 1. 18 

If G is selected as 

-
G 1 R-,l CI K = "2 1.19 

where K is an (mxm) arb i trary real symmetric positive 

semidefinite matrix, wherem is the dim~nsion of the out

put vector. Selection of the arbitrary matrix ~ is treated 

in the computational aspec.ts of Chapter 2.· 

~Inseriing Equation 1.19 into Equation 1.18 yields 

(A o 

AI R + RA + Q ...; C I KC = 0 1. 20 

. . , , '. '.. 

Equation 1.20 is solved f6r the matrix R,then the result 

.is substitut~d into Eq?ation ~.19 :to.evaluate the matrix G: 

.OnceG is found, F is determined by 

F. = A - GC· . 

The matrix F found by this method is a stable matrix, 

therefore ensures that the-error 

will diminish as time in~reases regardless of ~he initial 

uncertainties, 
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E~ample 2:- The system is as given in Example 1. It is 

desired to design an identity obs~rve~for the system. 

The init~al v~lue 6f thBs~atevecior is-not known by the 
--. 

designer. 

The differential equation that gov:erns the identity obser

ver. is 

. i(t) = F z(t) + G yet) + Bu(t) 

where 

FA.:.. GC' 

G must-be determin~d such thai F is a stable mat~ix. 

Choosing Q and K as 

Q = [::1 and K = 4-

and inserting into 

A I R + ·RA· C I KC + .. Q = 0 

yields ~sym~~tric positive definite matrix R as, 

R = [::] 

Substituting this result into 

·it is 'found that 



The matri~.F is found fr6m 

F = A -GC 

as 

The eigenvalues of Fare -1 and ~3~herice F is a stable 

matrix. The observer is. given by 

13 

As stat.ad earlier~. the obse.rver output z(t) approa.ches to 

-the. true value of.the stat~ x(t) at steady state regar~less 

of the choice .ofthe 'initial conditions for· the o.bserver., 
, , 

".We now will show that an arbitrary initial condition 'will 

givesatis£actory results. 

Choosing, '. 

z(o) -[:J 
and noting f~om t~amplel that 

.y' ('t) 1"., 2 .... t + 1 -2t = 2- - e" 2 e 

the solution of the above differential equation is given,by 

t 
z(t) = eFt z(o) + !{eF(t-T)GY(T) + eF{t-T)B~(T)}dT 

o 

yields,' for unit step'-input 
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1 + 1 -t 1 -2t 1 -3t e + -'-' e ~ + 2" e 2 ' 2 2 
z(t) '-

1 5 -t 1 -2t 1 -3t 
2" + 2" e - 2" e e 

2 

Ne~t the observer's state~ and the true states of the sys-
, , 

temare plotted in Figure 1.3' to show the convergence as 

time increases. 

- , 

Alth,~ugh _ the identity observer can easily be implemented, 

yet'it is not. very attractive since it possesses redun- , 

dancy. The redundancy ii dtie to the fact that the id~n

tityobserver, while estimating the non-available states, 

estimates the already 'available states as well. To elimirra1 

this redunda'ncy, the,_design of an observer of lower dimen

s ion is 5 uggeste d., 

1.~. MINIMAL ORDER OBSER~E~ 

The following two chapters conside,r the design procedure 

of minimal order .observersfor continuous time and dis-

crete timeline~r systems. In this section only the basic 

structure of-such observers is given. 

Consider the system 

~(t) = A-~(t) ~ B u(t) 

yet) = C x(t) 

An observ,er of, order n-m, where n is the order of the 

state vect6rand m is the order of the output vector of 

the above system, is constructed tO,'estimate, the non

~vailablestates. The, output of the observer and the out

ptit, of the originalsjs~em are~hen u~edto estimate the 

entire state ,vector as follows 



.~ 

1 

X~-----------=~~~===-------

3 .,. 

2 

.1 
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: '. . 
where~ is a mxn matrix to be determined. Determination 

of the matrix T i~ t~eat~d iri thefollowiri~ chapter. The 

blcick diagram below illustrate~ the structure of the 

minimal order obser~e~ •. 

5 .. 
[ 

-1 

~-] 



CHAPTER-,2 

MIN IMAL ORDER OBSERVERS FOR DETERMINI STIC 

CONTIN~JOUS TIME" SYSTEMS 

Consider the linear-time .'invariant continuous time system 

i(t) = A x(t) + ~u(t) 

y =Cx(t) 2.1 

where A, B and.Care nxn~,nxr and'mxnmatrices respectively .. 

Furthermore, Cis of full rank m and (A,C) is a completely 

observable'pair. 

From Theorem 1.1, it follows that ~n observ~r for the sys

tem in E~uatiori 2.1 can be coristructed as 

z(t) = Fz(t) +G y(t) + H u(t) 

z( t ) = T x( t ) o ,,0 

where F',G and Hare pxp, pxm, and J?xr matrices respective

ly, '(p ~ n), satisfyi~gthe constraint equations 

TA -.FT = GC 2.2 

H = TB 

for somepxn matrix T. This observer estimates' the states 

, x( t) by 

,17 
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where U:) denotes a special inverse which can be evaluated 

as follows: 

1. 

2 . 

If .p+m<n , 

If p+m=n , 

r+f 
[+( 

does not exist. 

[

. .;..1· 

=-~~ 1·· . 
3 .If p+m>n Then form a sqUare .matrlx usiig any n 

linearlyindepende~t rows from [-~-land 
·a·pply ordinary matrix inversion proced1,lres •• 

The upper·bou~d for pis n and when p=nan identity obser~ 
ver'may be .constructed for 'the system in ·Equati6n 2.1. 

The designer 'Will nai:urallytryto. set p to .. the smallest· 

val.ueit may attain in order to have the simplest form for· 
.'. 

the observer. Then the question arises : Does there exist 

a lower bound for· p? The answer is given by the following 

theorem • 

. THEOREM .2.1: The order of the obse rver. .des i gne d for the 

system in Equation 2.1 can not be· less than n-m. 

.PROOF: In order for the p~dimensional observer 

i(t) = F z(t.) + G yet) +H u{t) 

to estimate the state x{ t) by' an estima teof the form 

~(t) = [~-~--r [-;~;~-] 
the· indicated inverse must exist. This inverse exists, 

if p+m~n or p~n-m.·. The the smallest value for p is n·-m, 

where p is the order of.~he obse~~er. This completes the 

proof. 
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The observer whose order is n-m is called the Minimal 

Order Observer. All the derivations developed' in the rest 

of this chapter concern onlY.,the minimal order observers. 

It is inevitable that the ~bserver involves the dyn~~ics 

of the observed system, or equivalently, the observed sys-, 
. ~ ,.... 

-
tem constr'ains the dynamics of the' observer. Tllerefo,re, 

. '.' .. 

the relation betwe.en the obse'rver and the observed system' 

is brought 6ut in the form of a set of c6nstrainti. 

T6th{s erid, define 

where P and V are nx(n-m) and (nxm) matrices respectively, 

then 

PT + ve· = I 
n 

Premultiplying b6th sides of Equation 2.3 by TA 

TAPT + TAVe = TA 

is obtained ~ . This result is then s,ubstitutedin Equati~n 

2.2 

TAPT + TAVe - FT - Ge = 0 

F)T+ (TAV - G)C= 0 2.1+ 

Since, rows of· T and e are chosen to be linearly indepen-

dent in E qua tion 2 .1+ , it follows that 

F = TAP 

G = TA,V 



~ The equations for t.he minimal order~ observer are: ' 

, , 

z(t) = F z(t) + G yet) + H u.(t) 

~(t) = P z{t) + V yet) 

20 

where z( t) is the (n-:m) dimensiona'l observer state vector, 

F is the, (n-m) X' (n-m) state matrix, G and H are the 

(n~m)xm and (n~m)xr input matrices respectively_ 

The constraint equ~tions a~e: 

PT + VC .'", I ' n 

F = TAP 

G = TAV 

H = TB 

From the above constraints it is clearly seen, that the 

design of the~inlmal o~de~ observ~r hirigas on the'selec

tion of the matrix T. 

If x( to) is kn'own, it has been shown th at 

z(t) = T x(t) , 

~nd that x(t) can be reconstructed exactly by -

,~(t) = PT x(t) + VC 'x(t) 

~Ct) = (PT + VCr x(t) 

~(t) = x(t) , . 

If x{t) is not knowri, then there exists an observer error 
o 

defined by 

e(t) 0 z(t) - T x(t) 2.5 



whi,ch satisfies 

Our goal is then to ~irida stable matrix F so th~t thi 

.observer error decreases as time increases. 
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The next' section presents an easy solution for the design' 

ofa'minimal. order observer for the system ipEquation - " 

2 .l~ consid~ring, as a. design criterion, the'stability of . 

the free system in Equation 2.6. 

2.1. A CANONICAL CLASS OF OBSERVERS~171 

Consider the system given by Equation 2.1 

x(t) = A x(t) + B u( t) . 

y( t)' - C x(t) 

and recall that C is of full- rank m. 

Collecting the linearly independent columns, the matrix 

C may be partitioned as 

where C 1 ismxmnon -singula,r matrix.. One, shOUld, note that 

collecting the linearlY independe~t columns of the matrix 

Cto form Cl as a non-singular .matrix may necessitate-re-, 

numbering the state variables. 

There exists a (nxn) non~singulartransformation matri~ M 

given by 



which can be used to ~~fin~'~ state transformation 

q(t) = M x(t) 2. 7 

. and 

2.8 

The non-sirigularity of M ens~res the ~xiste~ce of,thein~ 

verse given by 

Solving Equation 2.7 arid 2.8 for x(t) ~nd ~(t) as' 

x(t) = M- l q(t) 

-1 x(t) = M . q(t) 

and sub~tituting these equ~lities into:Equ~tion 2.1 the 

following system of equations are obtained. 

,.., ,.., 
q(t) = A q(t) +B u(t) 

,.., 
[1m 

, 
OJ yet) = c q(t) = , q(t) , , 

_ '. where 
,-

MAM- l A = 
.- . 

B = MB 
...., 

C.M- l 
C = 

The ·~i~ila~ity transf6rmation 

MAM- l , 

2.9,' . 



.does .not alter the stability,. observability .and c'ontrol~ 

l~bility of the 6riginal syStem~. 

~artitioninj T and i as 

All .1 1\12 m' i= _____ L ____ ~_ 

n...,m 

[-:n 
m -B = 

n-m· 

then substituting into Equation 2.9 yield·s .. 
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2.13 

where ql(t) and q2(t) are m and (n~m)-dimensional vectors 

respectively. 

It is seen from Equation_2.l3 that the states q2(t)are 

n~t a~ailable .. , The following minimal order observer is 

designed to' estimate the non~available stat~s, q2(t), 

f(t) = F~(t).+ G yet) +.H u(tY 

This .mini~ai order observer satisfies the following con

s traint s : 
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.-J r . . T., PT + VC = I ' .. or . [-C~ . = [p I V] n 
,. 

I 

,., 
F - TAP 

,.. 
G - TAV ,., 
H = T B 

Since the matrix 

[-H 
must be invertible, the simplest choice of the matrix T is 

T = [-L ,. t . ]. 
I 'n"-m 

2.14 

whe~e L is an arbitrary (n~m)xm matrix. This choice o~ 

the- matrix T ensures the existence of the indicated in

verse as shown below 

[ 

T ] -1' [" - L 'I I 1- 1 

_ .. ~~. = ~ ___ l __ ~:~_.· . 
,.... .... . I ' 2.15 
C . I o· . .... - m I, . 

since the right side of Equation2~15 is of rank n. 

The constraint equation 

-PT + VC = I n 

with the substitution of Equation 2.14 and. upon being 

p~rtiti6ned, may be writteri as 

[~L 
[] 

. [ 1 . J' V l' I. 1m ,0 
+ -;.-~ [1m : ,0.] = -~--T-i----

2 .'. 1 n-m 
. . -

Then the following set of ma,trix equations is obtained. 

'po L + V = I 
,11m 2.16 



P 1 = 0 

-I n-m 

Fr~m Eq~ations 2.17 and 2.19 

and from Equations 2.16, 2.17 atid 2.18 

v ; r~--] . 
are found. 
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2 • I'7 

2.18 

, 2.19 

2.20 

2.21 

Straight fo~ward substi~ution of t~e matrides T, Equation 

2.14, P, Equatio~ 2~20an~V, Equation 2.21 into the 

following equations 

" F = TAP 
~ 

G = TAV -H = T B 

the matrices F, G and H are found to be 

,.... 
L All + FL 

At this stage the role played by observability must be 

examined. "Observability" means that one can, in principle , 

determine the iriitial'sta'te of an observable Slystem from 

its output mea~urements. The idea of 'state reconstruc-

BOGAZiCi UNivERSiTESi KOTOPHANESI 



tabilityl follows by noting thai: knowledge of q(t ) and 
o . 

~quation 2.13 is suffici~nt to d~termine ~(t) for all 
. . . 

. . 
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t > t . . 0 In the context of i.1canonical t ala~~ of obser-

v~ri the following definit~ori ,is app~opriate • 

• bEFINITION 2.1 

The system in Equation 2~13is stat~ r~constructible .if 

there exists an observer 

["'I~']' ---
L' 

y( t) 2.22 

'with i(t )'= "[-L I I. 'J:q. whereq is arbitrary such 
. 01 n-mg g 

. that 

Li~ (a(t)- q(t» -0 
t-ko' 

THEOREM 2.3: . lfthe observer is asymptoticallJ's table 

then the system in Equation 2.13 is state r~constructab Ie. 

PROOF: Define 

e: ( t) ,~ ~ ( t ) q(t) 2.23 

and substitute Equation 2~22 into Equation 2.23 to,obtain 

oCt) = [<J .(t) + [-?-] yet) -q(t) 

or 

e: (t) = [~~-] z(t) + ' 
n-m [

I 16 ] 
~rr:.~I---

I n-m 

q(t) 



'Re calling 

and 

is found, 

E(t) 

( 

0 ']-,-;'-~- ,z( tJ -
n-m 

,. 

[ 

.Q ] :. ... ----:----~--- - "'.- ----
z(t) - [-L 1 I ] q(t) 

. I n-m 
I 

'e(t) = z(t) - Tx(i) 

T ,,= [,':'L" l I ] I,n-m 

For the state rec6nstruritability 

,q(t) 

Lim (q(t) - q(t» = "Lim E(t) - 0 
t-+oo ' t~ 

must hold',' 

From Equation2~2~ it i~ se~n~hat 

27 

2.24 

Lim 'e(t) = 0 2.25 
t-+<xl 

implies that 

Lim E(t) = 0 
t-+ob 

On the other hand the observer error giv~n by 

e(t) = F e(t) 

satisfies the requirement in Equation 2',25 if, and only if 

F is a stahle matrix. 

,This compl~tes the proof. 

• Next question is wheth~r there, exists a matrix L,such 

that 



,.., 
. F' = A ,... . 22 

,.... 
L .A 12 

.. 
'isa stable matrix. A di~ect application of Theoreml.1 

ensures the existence. of a i~able ~atrix F. provided that 
oJ ,.J, . . 

(A22 ,. Al2 ) pair is completely' 6b:servable. 

THEOREM 2.1+' 15": . The observabili ty of the pair' ('A;C.) 
,- ,- .. 

implies that (A
22

,A
l2

)' is also an observable pair. 

,- ~ 

PROOF: Since (AtC) is a completely observable pair 

where 

,then 

rank' 

C. ,.. ,.. 
,C A 

,-Ir:"n-l 
C'A 

, ,-I 

C. 
--~--~-

,.. " C A 

. . ' 
,.,. ~n--1 

'C A··, 

- rank 

I 
m , ,.. 

All 

= n • 

Elemeritar~ row anddolumn operations do not. alter the rank 

of a matrix. Then 

'rank --rank 

= n 

I I 
m I 

o I 
I 
I 
I 

01 
I 

o -Al2 
~ ,-
A 12 A22 .. 

• 

2.26 

Irrespective 'of the left column matrix in Equation 2.26 



rank 

o 

,- .- n-l 
A12A22 

= n-m 

, " 

Cayl~y-Hamilion theorem implies that only the teims upto 

-- ,.., n-m~l 
,A 1'2 A22 are needed, 'then 

B,-

rank - n,'-m • 2.27 

,... -' n-m-l 
Al2 A22 ' 

- ,-Equation 2.27 shows that (A2 i,AI2 ) is a completely obse~~ 

vable pair. 

T6eorem 2.4 ~uarantees the existence of '~ matrix L, such 

that the matrix F given by the following equation is 

stab Ie. 

If one determines theinatrix ~ which makesF a stable 

matrix, then 'the dynamics of the observer are known since 

the matrices G and 'H are also functions of the matrix L. 

Then, the ,design of the minimal order observer reduce's to 

the determination of the matrix L.' Next is, a suggestion 

to evaluate the m~trix L. 

A suitable quadratic Lyapunov function for the free ,syst'em 

(Ht) = F e(t) 

is generated. Choosing 
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'ljL =-13' (t) Q e(t) 

, ' 

where Qis a (n-m)x(n-m)r~al symmetric positive definite 

matrix. It follows that aLyapunovfun~tionof the form 

V L" = e '( t)R'.e (t ) 

exists, whereR is a (n-m)x(n-m) re~l iymmetric pos~tive 

definite matrix satisfying 

F'R + RF+ Q = 0 2.28 

Replacing F by , 

Equation 2.28 becomes 

,.., ,.., , rJ -( A22 LA
12

) 'R + R(A
22 

LA
12

) +Q = 0 2.29 

Select L as 

'·1 -1 ,.., 
L = 2" R A ' , K 

12' 
,2.30 

where K is an arbitrary (mxm) real symmetric positive semi 

definite matrix, th,en substitute i~ Equation 2.29 to obtain 

Th{s alge~raic mat~ix equatibn yield~ a unique solution 

for the symmetri~ po~.itive defin~tematrix R171. This 

solution is then sl,lb'stituted into 'Equation 2'.30 and the 

matrix L is evaluated.' Once the matrix L, is found the 

~atrices F, Gand H are Galculat~d by 
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Once the minimal order observer isdesig~edfor the cano~ 

nical sy~~e~, th~ estim~te of the states of the original 

system can be· obtained by ·the following transformation. 

Figure 2.1. illustrate~ the block diagram ~f the overall 

system. 

Examples concerning the continuous-time deterministic 

minimal order observers can be found i~ Appendix A. The 

reader is suggested to read "Computational Aspects" section 

befor~ he ~efars to theexample~. 

2.2. COMPtiTATIONAL ASPECTS 

The design procedure outlin~d in thepr~vious section con~ 

siders the case· tha·t the steady state estimation e,rror 

approaches zerO~ It was also shown that in orde~ to 

. achieve a steady state estimation error equaltoz~ro, the 

obser.vermust be stahle .. Since .the error in the transient 

response is not of interest, we d~sign a c6nstanteigen

valued stable observer to satisfy the requirement of the 

steady state error. It is deduced from this statement that 

thestata and input matrices of the observer are computed 

once, in other· words, off-line. 

In view of .computational aspects, this off-line design 

procedure mainly invol~es:· 

1. Transformation into tha canonical representation 

2. Solution of the Lyapuntiv equation. 
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2.2.1. Transfor~ation into the Canonical Representation 

This transformation hinges q~onfindi~g ,a non-singular 

mat~ix M such that the output matrix C of the system equa~' 

tion'upon' being post multiplied by M~l takes the form shown 

beJ:ow 

2.31 

This problem may be viewed as the reduction of a mxn(m<n) 

full rank matrix C giv~n as 

C = 

to the following 

'.:;. 

«1> -, 
:,~ 

f1 , ~ 
,', ., 

Cll C12 

C ml ... 

mxn matrix 

«1>11 

«1>2-2 

«1> 

«1> mm 

"I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 

, t 

C mn 

0 

which is a c,ollection of mrow vectors each containing 

only one non-zero element located at the ith ·column. 

Th~iridicated ~educti9n;can be obtained by element~ry 

c.olumn operations. The i th row vec tor in the re duced 

matrix is obt~ined by,~ubtracting an appropriate mhltiple 

of' the i th column from the remaining columns. This ope ra

tioriis equivalertt to post-mUltiplying by an (nxn) ele

menta~y matrixPM(i) gi~enby 



1. th -column 

I 10 I 0 
1 1 
I 1 

.\ I 

ithrow-+ 

, , I I 
-( i-l) (i-l) - -1~1- -------- (i-0 

I 1 

Y il Y i 2 r I 'Y in 
--- III 

y.. y.. I 1 'Y •• 
1.1. 1.1. I 1 1.1. 

PM( i) . = 

-----~---,,------~----
. I 

1 1 
o :0 I I 

Since-the ,matrix C is poit-mril~iplied successively by th~ 

above matrices, i=l, ~ •• m, the -elements of the matrix C 

are ~ssign~d n~wvalues after each multiplication. We 

h f d ' . t' ( i -1) d h . , 
~ve , oun . appropr1.ate , 0 use Yij to enote t evalues 

of the matrix C which are obtained.whenthe multiplication 

by PM(i-l) has been perfo~med, that is 

r( 1.;.1) = C PM(o) PM( 1) ••• PM( i-l) 

-where- PM(.o)'= I. 

Upon post.;.multiplying the matrix C b~ m elementary matrices 

evaluated by Equation 2~32, the following equality is 

obtained 

~ = C 
m 
II 

i=l 
PM(i) 

If themat~ix ~ is furthe~ post-multiplied by the, mat~ix 

PM(m+l) which is_given by 



PM(in+l) = , , 
I 

o 

o --- O· f, 
I 

1 ' I ._-- C)', 
~22 I 

t I 

o 

~ ___ 1_ 'I 
~mml ' , 

--~ --;--- --"-1-""-

we obtain. 

[I I 0.] = m I ' 
. I ' 

m 
{C IIPM(i)} 

i=1. 

I' n-m 

PM(m+l) 

'. From I:quations 2.31' and 2.33,', M- l is found to be 

m 
"II 

1=1 
PM(i) } PM(m+l) 
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2.33 

Td firid the~atrix~, evaluating the inverse of the 

matrix .. M- l is unnecessary, since, the matrix'M is given by 

M = , [-~~+~~~--]. 
, I n-m . 

as it was' shown in the prev i,ous section. 

One should note that Equation 2.32 is meaningful if 

-
y .. #- 0 
'~~ 

The case y •. '= 0 necessitates the interchange of the 
~.~ 

columns. 

Next is the summary of the reduction scheme explained 

above. 

STEP~ 1. Initialize reo) and P~(i), i=J., ... ,m+l ,as follows 



STEP 2. 

STEP 3. 

STEP 4. 

STEP 5. 

STEP 6 . 

STEP ,7. 

STEP 8. 

STEP, 9. 

STEP 10. 

STEP II. 

STEP 12. 

STEP 13. 

STEp 14. 

2.2.2. 

rco) = c 
PM(i) = I 

i = 1 

R. - i 

~f YR.1 1 0 go to step6~ otherwise 'continue. 

In t'erch ange 

a) the columns of the matrix r( i-I) 

b). the elemen,ts of the kth row of the matrices 

PM(k), k=l, ... ,i 

go to s teplO . 

Form PM(i) as in Equatio'n 2:32 

Eva'luate 

r(i) = r(i-l) • PM(i) 

R. = R.+l 

, If~R.R. = 0 go to step 5; otherwise continue 

i =i+ 1 ' 

If i< m go to step 3 

m 
PM =IIPM( i) 

i=l 

M- l = PM • PM(m+l} 

STOP 

Soluti on of the Lyapunov Equation 

A, numerical. method is presented for solving the Lyapunov , 

equation of the form 

, 
YX + XY = -z 

\-lhereY is (nxn) s'table matrix, Z is (nxn) positive defi

nite ~atrix and X is (rixn) positive definite solution 

~atrix \'10 \. 

36 
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Consider the linear time-invariant system of diffe.rential 

equations . 

x = .y x, 

and the q~adratic form 

v = x' X x 

then 

V=- x· Z x 

where Z is defined as follows 

I . 
YX + XY = - Z 

Integrating iquation 2.36 gives 

t 

x 
o. 

vet) = V(o) f· .x'Zxdt 
o 

and ast 400 ,. x(t.)~O so that 

V(.o) =x'Xx =I o 0 
o 

00 

2.34 

·2.35 

2.36 

.2.37 

2.38 

2.39 

The· numerical integration of Equation 2.39 and 2.34 may 

be written as 

00 00 

f x'Z x dt = L: qX
k 
, Z x

k
· as q ~ 0 

0 k=O 
2.40 

and 

xk + l 
= ( I - ~ y)-l (1 + .1 Y) x

k 
k=O, 1·, ••• 

2 2 
2.41 

Letting 

W = (I - ~ y)-l (L + ~ Y) 
2 2 

·2.42 

and inserting this last equality into Equation ~.40, one 

obtains 



f 
X x ' [z W' '2 Wz . 1 x x = q + Z W + W Z + • • .• .1 0 0 0 

or 

X = q[Z + W'Z W + Wt2 Z 'w z + ... J 

Equation 2.43 maY,be ~ritten in the follow~ngway 

X = Lim Xk 
k~ 

where i k s~tisfies the recursive relation 

X .= Jzk X
k 

~2k + X
k k+l 

which is initialized as 

k=O,1,2, . .• 

Xo = q Z', with q + 0 

38 

x 
0 

2.43 

This algorithm is humericallyst~ble, since the stability 

of Y implies that the eigenvalues of Ware inside the unit 

circle regardless of the valqe of q and converges for all 

values of q 1171·. 

The- above algorith~ is rised to solve the Lyapunov equation 

,.... 
L A12) + Q = 0 

for the matrices Land R. The mat~i~ L must be so chosen 

that a positive definite matrix R satisfies the above 

Lyapuno~ equation. To this end,~hoo~ing the matrix L'as 

L = 1 R-"l A t, K "2, 12 

the above Lyapunov equation, becomes 

.... 
K A12 = 0 2.44 
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'for some .arbitrary positive semi-definite matrix K., There 

exists in theory a positive semi-definite matrix K such 

that. a posi.ti~e d~finite matrix Rsatisfies .the ab6ve 

equation, but th'erehas not yet been _any search. method de

vised to obtain such a matrix K. We consider three cases 

bel~w for the ~election of the 'matrix K. 

,...J 

CASE 1 If A 22 is a sta~le matrixt'hen select K as 

K =: 0 

Such ielection of K red~ces th~ equation in Equation 2.44 

to. 

In this case tbe~ee~ists a positive definite matrix R 

as far as the algorithm presented above is concerned 1211. 
Them~trix L is then found to be 

L = 0 .' 

r-' 

- CASE 2- If all the. eigenvalues .of the matrix A22 are 

positive, then mUltiplying Equati~n 2 •. 44 by 

(-1) yields 

_ The above equation may be rewritten as 

o 2.45 

r'. 

Then the eigenvalues of. (-A22 ) are negative and ther.e 

exists a positive definite matrix Ras a solution of the 

equation in Equation 2.45 if and only if 
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Empi.rical, results have shovTn that there exists an a such 

that the selection of the matrix K as 

a '0 0 

0 a 
K = 

0 a 

satifies the ~equire~ent 

rJ 

CASE 3 - If the matrix A22. is s ingu'lar or it has both 

negative and positive eigenvalues then a proper 

p~sitive semi-definite matrix K of the f6rm 

Kll k12 k 1m 

k 12· k22 . 
K - . 

• 

kIm 'k 'mm 

which'yieldsa ~ositive definlte soluiioti matrix R of the 

equatiot;. 2.4,1+, must' be searched • Unfortunately, there 

has not been any devised sear6h method to select such a 

matrix. In this study, this case is excluded and is left 

to further researchers. 



CHAPTER-.. 3 

MINIMAL ORDER OBSERVERS FOR DETERMINISTIC . . . 

DISCRETE tIME SYSTEMS 

In ttiis chapter, two' design criteria for minimal ord~r 

observeii for the deterministic discrete time systems ar~ 

studied. One of these criteria considers the stabil,ity 

of the observer,and' the other is interested in the sta:te 

estimation· error decay.. The former demands solutions to 

various parameters simultaneou~ly, whe~eas in the latier, 

determination of one.parameter. is sufficient. From this 

comparative statement· it is deduced th·a:t the implementation 

of the second criterion is easier than that of.the first 

one. Consequently, we suggest a designpr6cedure for the 

second criterion . 

. 3.1. BASIC EQUATIONS 

Consider the completely observable linear time invariant 

disc~ete tlm~ system 

x(k+l) = A x(k) + BuCk) 

y(k) = C x(k) 3.1 

It i~ assumed that the output matrix C is of full ~ank m. 

THEOREM. 3.1: Let a system of order p, which is driven by 

,the inputs and the ou tputsof the system in Equation 3.1 

be given by 

4-1 
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z(k+l) = F z(k) + G y(k) ~'H u(k) 3.2 

'I£,there exis~s a matrix T of dim~nsions pxn whichsaiis~' 

fies 

TA TT = GC 3.3 

TB - H 3.4 

then z(1<) in Equation 3.2 estimates, T x(k), a linear 

transformation"of the states x(k) in Equation 3.1, i.e., 

z(k) = T, x(k) + e(k) 

where e(k) denotes the observer error. 

PROOF~It imm~diateli follows fro~ Equations 3.1 and 3.2 

that' 

z,(k+l) - T 'x(k+l) = F z(k) +G y(k) + H ,uCk) , 

- TA x(k) - TB u(k) 

= F z(k) +(GC ~ TA)x(k) + (H -TB)u(k) 

" 

FrorriEq.uations 3.3 and '3.4 the above equation can be 

written as 

z(k+l) - T x(k+l) = F '[z(k) ::. T'X(k)] 3 .5 

The difference, equation i-nEquation 3. 5 yields' a solution" 

z(k) T x(k) = k [ F, ,zeo) - TX(O)] 

z( k) = T x( k) . + Fk ,[z( 0) - T x( 0)] 

Th'e observer error e(k) is 

e(k) = Fk [z(o) - T x(o)] 

This completes the p~oof. 
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The'smalles.t .. value p"can~ attain' is. TI-m" see Theorem 2 .1. 

If the .valu~ of pis replaced by n-m in the' above theorem, 

. the system iri :Equation 3.2 is the minim~l orde~ 'ob~er~er 

for the ~ystem in Equation 3.1,in ~he sense of the abov~ 

. theorem. 

THEOREM 3.2: ,The minimal or.derobserver constructed' in 

Theorem 3.1, in. conjunction with the output of the system 

in,Equation 3.1, re~onstructs the stat~sof the system in 

Equation 3.1 exactly if'z(o):: T x(o)' provided' that [;..~i-l 
exists.' " 

, PROOF: Imposing the ~ondi~ion 

.. z(o) = 1. x(o} 

upon, 

z('k) =Tx(k) +Fk [z(o) - T x(o)] 

~hichhas already been obtained, results iri 

z(k) =T x(k) • 

Enlarging the obs~rv~r state v~ctor z(k) with the output 

vector 'y(k) of the system in Equation 3.1 which is given 

by 
y(k) = C x(k) 

the' following is obtained. 

Hz~H = H-] x(k) 

/ 

Pr~multiplying the above equation by 

H-f 



it is found that 

x(k) = H-f . [-;z~~-] 
This completes the pr66f. 

If x(o) is not known then z(o) can not be chosen to be 

equal. to.T x(o) ... In this case, the observer error e(k) 

exists and, in turn, effects the recon~iru~tionof the 

sta'te x(k). Then, Equation 3.6 is modified as 
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x(k) = - e:(k) 3. ? ' 

where E(k) is the estimation ~rror defined by' 

E ( k) = )C ( k ,) - x ( k ) 

where x(k) is the estimate of the state x(k). ,If E(k) 

in Equation3.? is repl~ce~ with the abov~ equation, then 

tquation 3.7 becomes 

~(k) 

It has been shown so fap that the minimal order obser~er 

estimates the states of the observ~d system. How the 

minim~l order observer is cons,tru6ted is the topic of the 

next section. 

3.2. CONSTRUCTION OF MINIMAL ORDER OBSERVtRS 

As it was pointed out in Chapter 2, the construction of 

the observer must involve the dynamics of the observed 
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system since it produces an 'estimate to the state of the 

observed system. In other wo.rds, tbe observed system 

con~trainsthe behavior of the .observer. Hence, th~ 

starting point with the construc'tionof the observer is· to 

,setthe~e constraints~-

Letting the indicated. inverse in Equation 3~8 

3~9 

where P and V are nxn-m and nxm matrices· respectively, 

~(k)is written ~s 

x ( k) = P z (k) + V y ( k). • 

Equation 3.9'i~pliesthat 

P·T + VC'- I 
n 

Both sides of the.last equation are pre-multiplied byTA 

to ob tain 

TAPT + TAVe = TA 

which is substituted in the constraint equation, Equation 

3.3 and 

TAPT + TAVe - FT - Ge,= 0 

or 

(TAP F)T + (TAV - G)e = 0 

is obtaine d. 

T and e are linearly indeperident since 

sumed t,o be invertible,· then Equation 

F = TAP 

and G = TAV 

3.10 

[-~-] has been as-

3.10 holds true, if 
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The summary of the eq,uations governing the minimal order 

observer is given below for easy refe~ence: 

The minimal order observe~giv~n by 

,z(k+l) =F z(k) + G' y(k) +H uCk) 

estimates the state ,~(kJ of the observed system. a~ . 

'" ' x(k) = P z(k) + V y(k) 

and ~atisfies the f6llowing constraints: 

PT + VC. = I n 

F = TAP 

G = TAV' 

and 
H = TB . 

The next two sub-sections present the already mentioned 

two design ~riteria separet~ly. At the end of the second 

subsectiorithe interrelati'onship of these two criteria is 

mentioned ~s well. 

3.2.1.' Stability of the Observer lsi 

This design criterion deals with the 6bs~rve~ error de

fined by 

e (k) = z (k) - 'T ' x( k ) 

.and sets the nec~ssary conditions for 

Lim e (k) = 0 . 
k-+oo, 

3.11 

3.'12 
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. The deri~ation below shows how Equatioris 3.11 and 3.12 are 

related to ·the stabil.ity of the obser~er,.· 

From Equation 3.iliitis·immediaielyseen that 

e (k +1) = z ( k + i) T x( k+ 1) 3.13 

Substitution of Equations 3.1 and 3.2 into 3·.13 yields 

e(k+·l) = F ·z(k) + G y(k) + H ,uCk) T A x( k) - TBu ( k ) 

Furthermore ~. 

e ( k + 1 ) - F z ( k) + (G C - T A) x ( k) +. (.H TB)u(k) 

since y(k) =c x(k) • 

. Inse~ting Equations 3.3 and 3.4 into .the above equation 

e (k + 1) = F [z ( k) - T x (k )] 

is 6btain~d. Further substitution of Equation 3~il yields 

In .order for, 

e(k+l) = F e.(k) • 

Lim e(k) = 0 
k-+oo_ 

.to hold true, F must be a stable matrix. 

Then the matrix F must be tuned in such away so tha~ all 

its eigenvalues are ins·ide the unit cir·cle. 

Since, 

F - TAP 

the tuning of the matrix F requires the . se1ectionof' two 
, 

matrices T and P which· are related through. the matrix V.· 
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Th~diffictilty of-selepti~gthree matrices T, P and ~ 

simultane"ously renders this design procedure unattractive. 

3.2.2. Estimate Error Dehay lsi" 

As the· tit Ie implies, this design criterion determines 

the dynamics . of" the observer such that the state· es"tima

tion error·<iefined by 

decays as time increases, or in 1TIathematical terms 

Lim e: (k). 0 •. 
k-+<>:> 

3.14 

Substituting the output equation of Equation 3.1 into the 
. . . 

following ~quation 

~(~) = P z(k) + Vy(k) 

yields 

~(k) - P z(k) + VC x(~) 

The con&tr~int equation 

PT + VC = In 

may b~ written as 

VC :: In - PT 

and with the insertion of thisres.ult into Equation 3.15, . 

~(k) becomes 

~(k) = P z(k) + [I - PT] x(k) 

or 
~ (.k) =" x.< k) + P [ z (k) \-T x (k )] 
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Re callin g that 

e(k) = z (k)' To x(k) 

the above equation re'ads 

~(k) - x(k) + P e(k) 

Substitution of this result into Equation 3.14 yields 

e:{k) =~(k) ~p e(k) - x(k) 

or 

did = P e(k) 3.16 

It follows from the above equation that 

e:(k+l) = P e (k+l) 

or 

e:(k+l) = P. F e (k) 3.17 

, On the other hand~ 

PF = PTAp , 

PF = [ I, ve] AP 

PF - r,A veAl P '3.18 

Equations 3.18 and 3.16 are substituted into Equation 3.17 

in the given order as follows, and 

is obtained, 

, In order for this 

dk+l) ';" r A -, veAl P e( k), 

e:(k+l) = [ A veAl e:(k) 

free system to satisfy 

Lim e:(k) = a 
k-+oo 

3.19 

the eigenvalues of the ~atri~ [A - VCA] must lie in the 

unit circle. Since the matrices A and Care known,an 

appro~riate choice of V is sufficient to d~terrnine a ~table 



matrix A-VCA. 

Furthermore, picking V· in order to have a stable free 

. system 

e:(k+l)- I A VCA] e:(k) 

ensures the stability of the observer asfoll~ws. 

Lim e:(k) = PLime(k) = 0 
k-klo k~ 

Since the matrix~is of full column rank th~ aboveequa

tion, is satisfied only if 

Lim e(k) = 0 • 
k-klo 

In the next section we suggest a design prOcedur·e for the 

evalu.ation of the matrix ·V, and show that the matrices F', 

G and H of the ,observer ,are determined by simple operations 

once V is evaluated. 

3.3. A CANONICAL CLASS OF OBSERVERS 

The ~ystem given in Equation 3.1 

x(k+l) = A x(k) + B u(k) 

y(k) - C x(k) 

can be transformed ~o' 

q(k+l) --= A q(k) -+ BuCk) 

,.;, 
y(k) = C q(k) = {1m! -0] q(k) 

through a (nxn) _non-singular 'transformation matrix M, 

3.20 
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such t~at q(k) =M x(k) a~ ~t, was explaihed in Section 2.1. 
,-I. ,., 

Thernatrices ~ and B aragiven by 

,... 
B =M B . 

As it was pcinted out in 'Chapter 2,. the similarity" trans

formation does, not alter stability, observability, control

lability. 

,..,. ,.J 

Upon partitioning the reatrices A and B appropri~tely, 

Equation 3.,20 is wr'itten as: 

u(k) 

y{k) = [ r. I 0] m J' -
3.21 

where ql(kJ andq2(k) are m-and (n7m)-dimerisional parts -of the part~tioned st~t~ vecto~ respectively. All is 
,;.., ,.- ~ . -,.. 

(mxm),A
12 

is mx(:n-m), A21 is (n-m)xm, A22 is (n-in)x(n-m), 

i
1 

is mxr arid i2 is (~-m)xr. The 6utput eq~ationof 
Equa~ion 3,.21 shows that the states ~2(k) are ntit ava~lable~ 

There:fore, the (n-m) order. observer, to be designed will 

,estimate the, statesq2(k)., 

To this end, Equation 3.19 for the system in Equation- 3.20 

is written as 
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E(k+l) = A ~ v CA] E(k)' 3.22 

If the Lyapunov stability thiory is employed for di~crete 

,time syste~s ·to evaluate a stabilizing V for the free sys-
, ' 

tem in Equation 3,,22, the following Lyapunov e,quation is 

obtained, 18: , . 191. 

3.23 

where Q 1S an (nxn) real symmetric positive definit~ ma

trix,. 

If there exists a (nxn)' real'symmetric'po~itive defini~e 

so'lution matrix'R to the aboveequation"Equ'ation 3.23, 

then['A-VC'A]is said tobestable, Equation'3.23 is sol

ve d f or V an d R simul tane ously w:Lth the cons train t tha t 

R ,is a symmetric po~itive definite matrix. 

The~e are ,~e~eral algorithms developed one may use to 

solve Equation 3.23 for'the (nxn) matrix R,but.we claim 

tha~ th~ order of Equation 3.23 can be r~duced consider~ 

ably. It iS,unfortunate however, that Equation 3'.i3 doe;:; 

not admit any further reduction in the order, therefore 

we modify the problem of seeking out,a.stable ma,trix 

[7\ - V c'A] fbrthe free system 

E(k+l),= 'A r V c 'A) E( k) 

so that 

Lim E( k) = 0 3.24 
k-+<x> 

as follows: 

Define a new free"system given by 

. m(k+l) = (1 - V ........ ] C AI m(k) 3.25 

If the matrix [A - V C 11 I is a' stable matrix or equiva

len~ly the eigenvalues of [i ~ V Z1]1 are inside the unit 
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Lim mCk) = 0 
k~ 

3.26 

Equation 3.26 implies Equation .3.24 since transposing. a 

square matrix db~s not alter eigenvalues. 

Employing tli~ Lyapunov stability theory for the free system 

in Equation 3.25 results in 

fA c-. V . C A] R [A . - o. V C 'A l' - R = 3.27 

where both Q and R are (nxn) real symmetric positived~~ 

finite matrices. 

In our case the. most appropriate algorithm to solve Equa

tion3.27 is the "Successive Approximation Algorithm!' 

. since it prbvide~ V and g simultarienusly. o' The Successive 

Approximation Algorithm consists of iterative solution as 

outlined in the follnwingth~orem~ 

THEOREM 3.5: 110/ 

of the equation 

Let Nk , k=O,I,2j ... j be the sdluiions 

Nk = Sk Nk Sk 
, 

+ Q 3.2 S· 
.' 

where - V
k 
-,.. 

Sk = A - C A k=O,1,2, ... 

with 

~ 0 ~ ~ - _ ~A''''C,)-l V = A NA'C'(C A Nk _l k ° k-l 
k=1,2,3, .. 3.29 

and V~ is chosen .suchthai S~ is astable matrix. Then 

the mat~i~ Ek defined ~s 

k=O,l, ... 

is po~itive-se~idefinite, that is 
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Ek ~ 0 

Lim' N = R 
k-+<:o k 

and. Lim',Vk ='V 
k4<x> 
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PROOF: . Since S is.a st~ble matrix~ the unique positi~e 
o 

definite solution No of E'quatibn 3.28 may b.e. written as 

It follows from 

and 

N = 
'0 

00 

.2; 

N=O 

Equation 3 .. 29 that 

,-J: ,.., ,-J 

5 = A -'V C A 
0 0 

,-J. rJ.,..., 

51 = A V
l C A 

~he last equation may be rewritten as 

,- ~,-J 

A =5 +'V C A 
1 1 • 

for k=O 

for k=L 

, " 

and this res~lt is .substitutedin& , then 5 becomes 
o 0 

,..., ,..., 
50 = 51 + (V l -:- Vo ), C A 

Then, 

,... rJ 

+ S N A'C'(V - V )' 1 0 1 0 . 

,...,.~ 

+ (V - V ) C A,N 5 ' 
1 0 0 1 

is obtaihed~ From Equation 3.29 

v ), 
o 

3.30 

r- rJ 

5 N' A' C' (V 
101 

,.., ,....,,...,, ',-,.." . 
V )' = (A - V lCA) N A' C ' (V - V ), 

o 0 1 0 



,... ,v 

S N A I C '( V 1 o· . 1 

,., ,v 

S N A'C'(V 
1 0 ,I 

V )' 
o 

V )' 
0 

V )' 
0 

,.., ,..,:.~ 

= AN· A'.C' ( V 
,0 . 1 

,..- . ,.. ,.J 
;.. V lCANoA' C' (V 1 

- ,... ,., 
= AN A' C' (V '0 1 

,- f'J.,..... 

ANA' C' (V . o . . 1 

= 0 

is found. This r~sult implies 

V )' 
,0 

- V )' o " 

V )' 
.a 

V ')" 
~. 0 

since thii term is the transpose of the'above term. 

Then, the identity ,~n Equ~tion 3.30 be60mes 

S N S ' 000 
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3.31 

Ins~rtion of Equation 3.31'into Equation 3.28 show~ that 

No als6 satisfies the f6110wing equation 

K = (VI 

N = SNS ' t K 0.1 0 1 

~,., ,...,.., 
Vo)(CANoA'C')(V l - Yo)' t Q > 0 

'\ 

3 .. 32 ' 

. Siric~ this implies that_8i is a stable matrix, the unique 

positive definite solution Nl ofEqu~tion 3.28 exists ~nd 

isgiven'by 

00 

= ' L 
N=O 

(8 )N Q (8 ,)N 
I, , 1 '. 

The solution to the equation in Equation 3.32 is 

N 
o 

00 

L 
N=O 

(8 )N K (8 ;)N 
1 , 1. 

'3.33 

3.34 

.... ! 
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Su~tracting Equ~tion 3:33 from Equation .3~34, one o~tains 

N 
o 

N 
o· 

Nl = 
00 

l: 
N=O 

~ 
N=O 

(S )N (K 
1 . 

_ Q)( S ') N 
. 1 .. 

If an ideritity similar to' that in Equation 3.31 i~ employ~d~ 

00 

Nk -Nk + 1 = N~O (Sk+ l)N ~ V k+l-'V k )(CANkA' C' )( V k+l-V k) , (S~+ 1) N.:.o 

is found. Now, let 

and again employafi ideritity ~imilar to Equation 3.31 to 

·obtain 

N . -R = 
k+l. 

This completes the proof. 

~he next theorem proves that th~ rate of convergence of 

this algorithm is quadratic. 

THEOREM 3.6110 1 If the algorithm in Theorem 3.5 is em

ployed, then the rate of converg~nce. to the steady state 

R is 

[ R - N· J <. C [R·...; N ] Z k+l -:- .. k 

~he~e C is ~ constant independent of the iteration index-k. 
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PROOF: Let 

,.- "..,,-1',,.- ,... ;;., ~ 1 
V* = A R A'C'lC A R A'C')~ 

and 
,...,' ',.,,...' 
~ = S1: + V~':C A 

, , 

Since the steady state R is assumed to exist, S~': is- a 

stahle matrix. The matrix difference" R- N
k

+
l 

can be, 

expressed as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, in terms of a 

convergent series. 

00 

l: 
n=O 

where V
k 

is obtained f,rom. Equation 3.29-. 

'The e xpressi on 

V,,, V 
.~ - kt. i 

,.-,., ,.",.., ""1"'''' - r' ,-I,., ,.., ,... , 
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(CARA'e) (CAN A'C' 
< ' 'k ' CARA ' e ') V"' '. k+l 

can be verified by matrix. manipulation. Substituting this 

expression in the above series, it is seen that 

, . 
where C. is a constant . 

. This completes the proof. 

In order to be able to evaluate Vk ' in Equation 3.29 the 

indicated. inverse must ex~st • 

. THEOREM 3.7: If A and N
k

- l are nxn non-singular matrices 

and C is anmxn matrix with full rank m, ,then 

,.,,...' ,.,,..., 
(C A N k _ 1 A' c') is in ve r t ib 1 e • ' 
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PROOF: ' 
,.., 

The matrix C is of full rank m, 

,.., 
rank C = ·m . 

, , , 

When a rectangular matrix is multipli~d on the left or on 

the right by a non-sin~hl~r matrix, the rank of the.ori

gina'l matrix reina'ins unchanged 1111. 'T.hen, 

, ,... 
[C'AJ [C'A rank[C] = rank = rank Nk -1]. - ' m 

If rank leAl = m" then 

r auk I A Ie I I =, m . 

Then ,the, (mx.m) matrix. [C' A, N
k

_
l 

Ale I] is of rank, m, hence 

invertible. 

This completes t~e ,proof. 

, ,.., 
,'The non-singularity of the'matrixA is ,a sufficient con-

dition for the fndicated inverseto'~xist; 

The~onverse of th~ above theorem, that is, if 

,.... 
is invertible then A is anon-sirigular ~atrix, does not 

hold true. ~t can be shown that for some singular matrix ,.., 
A'the indicated inverse- exists.- Considering the, case that 

the indicated inverse may not exist for some singular 

matrix~, we conclude that the mini~al order observer can 

.not -be constr'ucted by this design procedure. :In this case, 

we suggest constructing an identity ob~erver.For the sake 

of c~mpleteness, we mention how an identiti observe~is con-

structed in a separate~sectibn later in this chapter. 

As we have stated the algorithm derived in Theorem 3. 5to 
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solve Equation 3.27 ~ay b~ reduced iri order if some pro

pe~ties ,of the· canonical system in Equation 3.21 are used. 
," 

To th'is end the matrices Nk and Vkare partitioned as 

follows: 

, Vk -

where Nkll is mxm, Nk12 is mx(n-m),' Nk21 is (n-m)xm, 

Nk22 is (n-m)x(n-m), Vk1 ismxm andL
k 

is (n-~)xm. In

serting these partitioned matrices into Equation 3.29, 

yields 

F~:J 
·{Clm 

[~~J 
, .{ 

rIb-I, u +A12 Nk _ 1 , 21J-;:;l+~ll Nk _1 , ::~::~~==::~~;: ' 
~~~;~~~~~~~i;;;~=~~;~]i;~~[~;~;~=~~.12+A22Nk~1 ,2~ 1\;2' i 

[Au Nk _1 , 11 +A12N~-1,21] -;:;1+ ~l1Nk-1, 12 +A12 Nk _1 ·, 2fi;21~ 

I 

= [(~~ ~;~ ~~~~~~i~ ~;~ =~ ~ ;~]-i ;~~ f~ ~;~~~:~~:i~:;:::~: :U:;~ 

. nAll~k_l,11+A12N~-1'21]Altl 

+ rl1~k-1'12 tA12 Nk _1 '22F1~Jl 3.35 
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Equation ~ .. 35 shows that 

If the .~bo~e equation is su~stituted in Equaiion 3.29, we· 

find Sk as 

or 

Sk = [-~~-h:-J 3.36 ' 

where X
k 

and Yk are (~-m)xm an~ (n-m)x(nhm) matrice~ re

spectively and given by 

,.., ,... 
X

k 
= ,A21 Lk All, 

and 
""' 

,... 
Y

k 
= A22 '- Lk A12 

, Ch oos ing 

Q = I 

and substituting Eq ua tion3. 36 into Equation 3,.28, we 

obtain 

[

N k 11 : N k.l2] ._, ___ .L __ _ _ 
I 

Nk2llNk22 ' 
I 
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From this expression we obtain the following identities: 

Uk"ll = I 
m 

Nk12 - 0 

Nk21 = 0 3.37 

If these ~dentities are substituted into 

"Nk22 becomes, 

N = I ". X X I Y NY t 
k22 n-m + k k + k k22 " k 3.38 

We then substitute the above result. togetber with the 

identities Equation 3.37 into Equation :3.35 and we" f~nd 

that 

3.39. 

Furthermore, 

or replacing Xo and Yo by 

,., ,oJ 

X = A21 - L All 0 0 

~ 
,... 

Y = A . - L A12 0 22 0 

3.40 
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'is found. 

Tben the algorithm given in Theorem 3.5 by Equationi 3.2B 

and 3.29 may be. replaced by 

k=O ,1, 2, ... 

where -. ,...., 
X

k = A21 L All k k=O, 1,2, .•. 

- ,...., 
Yk = A22 Lk A12 k=O,.1,2, ... 

,... ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ...., ,... ,.., 
Lk -= . A21All +A22 Nk2 2 A12 AllAll+A12Nk22A12 

-1 
k =·1,2, •.. 

In order. for So in Equation 3.40.tobe a stable matrix, Lo -must be so chosen that the eigenvalues of A22 - LoA12 are 

inside the unit circle. Then the algorithm converges and 

Nk22 is. the' solution of the following algebraic Matrix 

Riccati Equation 

The ta~le.below indicates the dimensions of the ~atrices 

to emphasize ~heconslderable rerluction. 

N . 
k nxn 

V
k 

. nxm 

S' 
k 

nxn 

R nxn 

'Replaced by 

Nk22 (n-m)x(n~m) 

'L (n-m)xm 
k 

~k (n-m)~m and 

Y
k 

(n-m)x(n-m) 

R22 (n -m) x( n-m) 

TAB LE 3.1 

Next we determine the matrices r,. G and H~ 

Recalling 
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the constraint equation 

-PT + VC = I 
n 

maybe written as 

r ] [~~hIm . [~~-i-~~--l ··.1· 

;~ [Tl T2] + I 0] = I 
l 

. . I n-m 

whe~e Pl is mx(n-m), P2 is (n-m)x(n-m), Tl is(~-m)xm and 

T2 is (n-m)x(n-m). 

Then ~e obtain the following set ofmat~ix equation~: 

P1Tl = ° 
P l T2 = ° 
P2 T 1 

_. -L 

~2 T2 - . I n-m 

One set of solutions to this set of .atrix equati6n& is 

P l = 0 

P2 = I n-m 

Tl = -L 

and T = i 3.41 
2 n-m 

We also have shown that 

,., 
F = T A P 

,.., 
G = T A V 

and "., 

H 
-- TB = 

,., ,.., 
If the ~atrices A and B are' partitioned prop~rly and th~ 
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matric~s in Equaiion 3;41 are in~erted in the ~bove ma

tri6es F~ G aridH we cibtain 

,.... 
F = A22 

,-- ...... 

L A12 
,....' -

and 
G = A2l L ,All + F L - ,.., 
H = B2 -L HI 

The minimal order observer designed by this procedure 

esti~ates the state q(k) as 

q{k) = P z(k) + V y(k) 

and one may easily obtain the,b~igirial system state esti

'" ,mate x( k)by 

-1 
where M ia the inverse of the transformation matrix M. 

3~4. IDENTITY OBSERVER 

Although constructing the identity observer is unattractive 

due to the. redundanc'y which was pointed' out in Chapter 1, 

one may have to construct it if the matrix A is singular~ 

Considering this possibii~iy, we suggest a design proce

dure as 6utlined below. 

Replacing the matrix T with lin Equ~tion 3.3, we obtain 

F = A - GC ,3.42 

On the other hand, we have sh~wn that the observer error 

. e(Jd satisfies 

, " 
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and in order for, 

e ( k + i) = F e (k ) 

Liin e(k) = 0, 
k-+<x> 

F must be a stable matrix. Since A andC are known',ma-

66 

tricesln Equation 3.42, the matrixG must be' so chosen 

that F isa stable matri~, i.e., the eigenvalu~s of the 

matrix Fare ipside the unit circle. , Then we employ the 

Lyapunovstability theory and we obtain the following 

Lyapunov equation 'lsi, 191. 

(A - GC) 'R (A - GC) - R - - Q 3.43 

where Q is (nxn) real symn'letric 'positive definit,e matrix 

and R is (nxn) real symmetric positive 'defi~ite, solution 

matrix. 

Equat,ion 3.43 can be solved by the Successi ve Approxima,t~on 

Hethod as follows:, 

Let N
k

, k=O,1,2, ... be ~he solutions of the equatioti" 

N k "= S k' Nk S k +, Q 

where 

k=O,1,2, •.. 

k=1,2,3, •.. 

and Go is ch~sen such that So is a stable matrix. 

and 

N - N > ° k k+l 

Lim Nk = R • 
'k-+<X> 

k=O,1,2,. " 

Then 

, i 

, , 



Once G ~hich stabilizes F is f6~nd then the obser~er is 

constructed according to the following difference equa.., 
tion .. 

'z ( k t 1) =. (A GC) z( k)' +B u( k) 

. to be ini tialize d with 

z(o) ::::i 
. g 

wheri x Is an arbitary~atrix. g 

3.5. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 

. . 
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We have derived the equations. for constructing the obser-
, . 

vel' having constant val,ued matrices. Hence, .all the' com;.. 

putations are carried o~t off-line. 

The transofrmation into the canonical· representation is 

exactly the sacie with the continuous-time case presented' 

inS e c t i on 2. 2 . 

A numerical solution method for the Lyapunov equation was 

explained in detail in ~he p~eviou~ secti~n.Here we 

just menti~n a computational difficulty which was encoun~ 

t~red while preparing a computer-software' program for the 

numerical solution of the Lyapunov ~quation. That is, 

the··matrixS given in Equation 3.40 as 
o 

S o 

must be a.stable matrix s6 that th~ algorithm converges~. 

If the eigenvalues Of[A22-LoAl2}are inside the unlt circle 



then so are. those of So' since thee remC3:'ining eigenval~es 

are alr~ady zero. Althotigh, in principle, there .exists ~. 

matrix Lo so that the eigenva"lues of A22-~oA12 are chosen 

to correspond to a given set of eigenvalues, yet there. 

has not been any computer. based algorithmdevelciped· to 

re al·ize it. On the other hand, hand-ca:Lculation, which 

may b.e quite cumbersome for high order sys'tems, is always 

possible. Therefore, .the designer must initialize the' 

algorithm for the numerical sol~tionofthe Lyapunov 

equa~ion with the calculated matrixL o ' 

, 
-J 

I 
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4.1. 

CHAPTER - 4 

OPTI MAL REDUCED 'ORDEROBSERVER-ESTI MA TORS 

AND SUBOPTIMAL MINIMAL ORDER OBSERVERS 

IN· STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of the control systems are ,subject. to dis~urbances, 

and in addition, the measurements are corrupted :by n.oise. 

If ~ll the measure~enfs 'are cor~upted by additive Gaussian' 

whi te noise then one can use a Kal-man fil ter to €;3 timate 

the s~ates of the system, such that~ean sq~are ~stima-

. tion error, E [llx(k) ~x(k) 11~]is minimized. On the 

other hand,thereare ~any cases'i~ w~ich somemeasur~ments 
are noise-free while others are noisy. In such problems, 

the measurement noise covariance matrix is singular, ther~

fore one may be confronted with the inversion of a singu

lar mat.rix in the Kalman 'filter algorithm. Considering 

the case ihat it may not be posiible to use the Kalman 

filter 'algorithm when ~he measurement noise cov~riance 

. matrix is singular, the optimal reduced order observer,.... 

estimator has been sugges_tedI12,131. The optimal reduced 

~rder ob~erverestimator casts the state estimation'pro

blem to a constrained optimization -problem. The optimal 

reduced order observer-estimator al~orithm derived in the 

sequel is a general one in the sense that both Kalman 

filter and minimal order ob~,erver-estimator algorithms can 

be obtained for the special cas~s that all. the measure~ 

ments are noise corrupt~d or all the.measuremeritsare 

noise free. 

69 . , 
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~ini~al order observer as an alterhativeto the ~alman 
filter is also disccissed in this chapter. Minimal brder 

observe~ is less optimal cio~pared to the Kalman filte~ 

. but considerable reduction i~ computation time makes the 

mini~al order ~bse~ver'to be ~ttractive in real-time im

plementations. 

4.2. OprIMAL'REDUCED ORDER-EST.IMATOR 

The standard Gauss-Markov model is co~sid~red: 

x(k+l) = A x(~) + R u(k) + D w(~) 

y(k) = C x(k) + v(k) 

where wis .a ~-dimensionaL disturbance vectoran~ v is a 

m-dimensionalmeasurem~ntrioise vector and D is (nxp) 

disturbance matrix .. The matrices A, Band C' and the vec

to~s x(k), u(k) and y(~) are as defined i~ Chapter 2. 

x{o}, w(k). and v(k) are independent Gaussian random vec

tors with the followirig .statistics: 

E[X(O») = Xo 

E[w(k)] = 0 

E [v( k)] = 0 

COy [xCo)] = Exo 

E[w(k)wCj)'] = Ewo(k-j) 

E[v(k)v(j)'] = Evo(k-j) 

~h~re Iw and Iv are pxp and mxm matrices respectively and 

it is assumed that. Iv is a non-negativedefiriite matrix~ 

. Suppose that m1(ml<m) measure~ents are noise free 'or 

v(k) is of the form 
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, m-m 

where V
2

(k)ER' 1 

, Then; 'Ev' become s 

, "['. 0 I 0'.] 
Ev= . ---{~~--. 

·0 I V 
. I 2 

~ . . . " . 

where,Ev2 is a (m-inl)x(m-ml ) ,dimensional positive definite 

matrix. 

The output equati6n of the syst~m in Equation 4.1 m~y be 

partitioned as 

u~~~n = [<1 i C12 ] [;!~~q + [~~~~)l ' . '- ---.- - - - , 

C2l ' I C22 

where Yl (:k) is ml -dimensional'Y2 is (m-m
l

) dimensional, 

x
1
(k) is ml-dimensional and x 2 (k) is (n-m

l
) dimensiqnal. 

The blocks ell; C12 'C2i andC 22 are of ~~propriate d~

~ensions. To redtic'ethe cc!;mplexity of calculations to 

minimu~ the ~ystemrep~esented in Equation 4.1 is trans

formed to a canonical form as follows. 

The~~ exis~sa nxn non~singular~atrix M given by 

~M= p~!-t-=~~cl 
,such that the transfo'rmation. 

q(k) - M x(k) 

yields the following equations 

,.J ,., 

q(k+l)~ A q(k) + B u(k) + D w(k) 
. \ 

and 

y{k) ='[~~--!-~~-1 ~(k) + [ __ o(_~~)]. 
C· I C22 ' ' v 2 . 
21 I .1 , 

4.2. 
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where 
.., :: ;,.1 
A M A M 

,... 
B :: M B 

~ 

D :: M'D 

With pr~per part~tioning Equation 4.2 becomes 

and 

where ql(k) is ml-dim~nsional, q2(k) is (n~ml)~dimehsional •. 

. Thestati tics are then chcmged as follows 

E [q( o)J [q(o )] M Z:X T 
Lqo :: M x :: qo cov :: M :: 

0 0 

E [v:(k)] :: 0 E[w(]()w(j)'] :: Lwo(k-j) 

EIV(k)] :: 0 E[v(k)v(.j)'] = LVO(1<-j) 

Equation 4.3 may be rewritten as 

,.., ,..,. ..- ,..., 
ql (k+l) :: Al1ql (k) + A12

q 2(k) + B1u(k) +' D1w(k) 

q2(k+l) :: A
2l

q l(k) + A22
q2(k) + B2 U(k) + D2W(k). 

' .. y1(k) :: ql(k) 

4.4 

4.5 

4.6 

4.7 
.,:.1 
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It is readily seen from Eq~atioti-4.6 that ihe ~tates ql(k) 

are a vailab Ie as an o:u tpu t ,. then the s ta te es tima tion 

problem for q2(k) is that of,finding, -q2(k+llk+l) subject 

to Equation 4.5 and the constraint in Equation 4 .4. -The 

unmeasurable .quantities i"ti Equation 4.5 .are q2(k) and 

w(k). These quantities are constrained in Equation 4.4. 

ql(k) can be handled as'a deterministic input.-

To solve this pioble~, defining the (n-m
l

) dimensional 

vector z(k-) as 

where L (k) is -(n -m
l 

)xm
l 

diniens ional,. 

one may easily see that 

4.8 

substitution of Equations 4.4 and 4.5 into the above ex

pression yields, 

z( 1<+1) = [A21~L(k+liAll] ql (k) + [A22 "L(k+ 1)~12] q2 (k) 

+ [B2 C L (k+1)B
1
1 u(k) -i- [D2 -L (k+l)D1] w(k) 

- Adding, 

to the above expressi~n ana using Equation 4.8 

z(k+l) + [A2 i- L(k+I)AII 

I 
. I 

-. 
+'A

22
L(k) - L(k+l)AI2 L(k)] ql (k 
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is obtained. Defining:· 

. ,-oJ ,., 
F(k) = A22 -L(k+l)A

12 
~. 

G(k) 
,. ,;,;. 

F(k)L(k) = A2l -L( k+ 1) All + 

H(k) = 
,... ,.. 
B2 -L(k+l)B

1 

Y(k) 
,.. ,.. 

= D2 -L(k+l) Dl 

the above equation becomes 

z(k+l) =F(k)z(k) + G(k)ql(k) +H(k)u(k) 

+ Y(k)w(k) 4- ;9. 

On the other hand, adding 

,;-oJ 

C22 L(k)qi(k) 

to Equation 4.7 an~using Equation 4.8, one obtain~: 

- ;-

C22L(k)j ql (k) Y2(k) - . C22 z(k) + [C 2l + + v 2(k) 

or 
,-

Y2(k) - C22 z(k) + rCk)ql(k) + v2 (k)· 4.10 

..... ,.... 
where r(k) = C2l + C22 L(k). 

Then the problem of esti~ating the state q2(~) with the 

constraint in Eqllation 4.4 is cast as estimating_ z(k) 

given the measurements Y2(k) as formulated in Equations 

4 • 9 and 4 .. 10 . 

The unbiased estimate of z(k) is given by 1141. 

.' 



"i(k+ 11 k+l) = [r -P(k+l) C
22

] F(k)z (k I k) 

+ [I-P(k+l)C221H~k)U(k) 

The estimation error vector ~(k+llk+l)is defined as 

z(k+llk+l) = _ ~(1<+llk+l) z (k+ 1) 

75 -

4.11-

Substitution of Equatfon .4.1i, 4.10 and 4.9 in that order 

~nto the above err~~ vector equation yields: 

Then the error covariance matrix satisfies the following: 

matrix diffeTence equation 

4.13 

Defining the one-step prediction error covariance matrix 

Ez(k+llk) as" 

- F(k)Ei(klk)F'(k) + Y(k)EwY(k)' 

- -and insertirigthis -eq ua ti on- into Equation 4.13 yields 
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4.14 

The optimal estimator estimat~s the nori-~vai1ab1e states 

in the, minimum mean square error sense, that is 

is'minimized. 

On the other.ha'nd, 

L'Z = E ((z.;..z)( z-z)' } 

or 

L'Z = E 

trace 

,n-m
l 

LZ = E { . L ' 
k=i 

. '. . 
,. 2 

(z -z ) • 
2 .2. " 

4.15 

,..,,. . 

(zl~zl)(z -z) n-m n-m' , 1 1 

. .. . . . 

,. 2 
(z. -z ) 

n-m n-m 
,1, . 1 

4 .16 

. From Eq~ation·4.15 and .4.16 it is de,duced that minimizing. 

Elil z~zI12,} is equi valent to minimizing t~e trace of the 

error covariance matrix, LZ. 

,.The matrices P and L must then be evaluated in such a 

way SO, that trace Li is ~inirnized. Henc~, setting the 
I 

gradien t of trace <:f .. L~ .... ~i.t:!:~ !,_~sP~.ct .to ,the rna trices P._ < ... , ... ~ •. , 
. -"~~ a~d' L,- 'th;'-f~i'l~~'ing equations are ob tained, , 
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and ,the optimal L(k+l) denoted as V"(k+l) is, give'n by 
f' .. -

. ," 

where 

According to the values of Al(k) the 

following special' cases are of ,interest .• 

CASE I -AI(k) = 0.; IIi t,his,case A.:/k:),=.o and thus 

V'(k+l) =R(n-mdxml. This case is possible ff 

&qu~tion, 4.4 does no~ contain anyiriformation 

pertai,ning to the estimation ofq2(k). For - ,.- . ,-
example, A12 = 0, Bl = 0 and Dl = 0, etc. 

CASE 2 - Al (k) is a singular non-zero' matrix. In this 

,cas~, only s~me comporients Df ql(k) contain ·in

formation' on (q2(~)' andw(k». Then~ th~ 

transform~tionmatrix M can be defined so as to" 

isolate only th'ose ,elemen;ts iln ql(k) which con

~titute a constraint on (q2(k) 'and w(~» and, 

thusL(k) is ,in R(n-r)xrwhere r is the numbe,r 

of such constaipts (r<ml ). 

-CASE 3 - Al (k) is a non-singular matrix. In ~this case 

L*(k+l~ is uniquely given'by 

The optimal reduced order observer equat~ons are given by 

'. 



.' 

~(k+:lJ k+ 1) = [I-P~~O~+l)C lF~"(k)~(kik) . 22·· . 

'where 

. . 

+ [I-P~';(k+l)C 1W';(k):u(k) 
. 22 

+ [I-P~';(k+l)'C 2.]G~·;(J()q· (k) , . 2. . 1 . 

+ P~;<k+l) [Y2('k+l) '- r'~~(k+l)ql(k+l)J 
. ". . 

'. A
1

(k)' 

A
2

(k) 

. . 

E~':z(k+l!k) = F;':(k)E*~z(klk)F;':'(k)"+' Y;·:(k)EwY.~·;'(k)· 

78 

Equ~tion4.l~. aft~r so~e matrix' ~anipuiation~ !14~, be~ 

come's 

These e~uations are initialized 'by th~ following ~alues 

~( 0 ! 0) = E[ q2 ( 0) ] 

LZ(O!O) = EQ20 

L(o) = 0 • 

The above e~uations are used to calculate ~(k+l!k+l) and 

E;(k+l!k+l)as follows: 

.= y (k+l) 
1 

'. ; 
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-1 [q 1 (k +-1 ) '1 ' 
M .. 'cl/k+llk+ll . 

,.' 0, 0 

. X (k +11 k + 1)= 

'~,;-;(k+l!k+l} =11-1 Eq(k+l!k+l)(I1- 1') 1 

SPECIAL CASE 1 - All the l1easurement~ are Noise Corr~pt~d 

(m
1 

= 0). 

, ' 

In this case the optimal.reduced order observer-estimator 

equations coincide with those of the Kalman filter • The 

sy,stem is again as. given in Equation 4.1 exce?t that the 

measuremen~ no~se c~variance ci~trix ~v is positive .de£i

nite. To show the relationship between the optimal reduced 

order observer-est{mator and th~Kalmah filter we have 

formed the fol~owing replacement table. 

Optimal Reduced Ord~r 
. Observer-Estimator 

Variable Name 

M 

ql(k) 

q2(k) 

z(k) 

Y2 (k) 
.-
C22 
L(k) 

F(k) 

G(k) 

H(k) 

Y(k) 

r(k) 

P(k) 

Ez(k!k) 

~v2 (k! k)· 

Dimensioh 

nxn 

mlxl 

'<n-ml)xl 

(n'~ml) xl 

(m-mi)xl 

(m-ml)x(n-ml ) 

(n-ml)xml 
(n-ml)x(n-ml ) 

(n-ml)xm1 
(n-m1)xr 

(n -m
l

) xp 

(m-ml)xml 
(n-ml)x(m-ml ) 

(n-ml)x(n-ml ) 

(m~ml)x(m.:.ml)-

TABLE 4.1 

Kalman Filter 

Variable Name Dimension 

x(k) nxl 

y(k) mxi' 

C mxn 

A nxn 

B nxr 

D .nxp 

P(k) nxm 

Ex(klk) nxn 

Ev mxm 



By the '~Se of Tab le 4.1 .. the Kal-rnan f i 1. t.e y: 
- . . . 

C!btainec1 dix'E:ctly as, 

+. P. ( k·,+ 1) y ( k +.1) 

with the initial values 

LxColo) = LXo 

l*---'"--i A J---"'---IOcl"'1 
2 (", .. ,'l) __ HU"I '---__ 

... 
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SPECIAL CASE 2 ~ All the Mea~~rements are Nois~ Free 

( ml:::m) 

In this case, it is assumed that the~e exists an additive 

Ga~ssian ~hite disturbance t6 the syst~m but the m~asur~

ments are obtained ac~urately. We then use minim~l order 

observer-estimator of o~der n-m to estimat~.the state~ 

x(k) of the system given in Equation4;1. Again we use. 

a replacement tabie similaf to the one-given in the pre~ 

vious section to obtain the ~quations of mini~a~ order 

.observer-estimator from those of reduced' ord~er observer-

estimator. 

Optimal Reduced Order 
Observ~r-Estimator 

Variable Name 

M :::"[~t~~!~=~~] 
. 0 I I .'. 

'C
II 

C12 . 

ql(k) 

q2(k) 

z(k) 

Y2(k) 
,- . 
C22 
L( k) 

F(k) 

G(k) 

H(k) 

Y(k) 

r(k+l) 

P(k+l) 

Lz(klk) 

LV 2 

Dimension 

n xu 

mlxm l 
ml(n~ml) 

m
I
xl 

(n-ml)xl. 

Cn -m ) xl 
I 

(m-ml)xl 

(m-m
l

) x( n -ml ) 

. (n-m
l

) xml 
(n-:ml)x(n""ml ) 

(n-ml)xml 
(n-ml)xr 

(n-m1)xp 

(m-ml)xm l 
(n-ml)x(m-ml ) 

(n-ml)~(n-ml) . 

(m-ml)x(m-mi) 

Optimal Minimal Order 
Obser~er-Estlmator 

Variab leN arne 

N -n+;~] 
CI 
C2 
ql(~) 

q2 (k) 

z(k) 

L(k) 

F( k) 

G (k) 

H(k) 

Yo( k) 

Dim~nsion 

nxn 

mxm 

mx(n-m) 

'mxl 

(n -m) xl 

(n-m)xl 

(n-m)xm 

(n-m)x(n-m) 

,( n-m) xm . 

(n-m)xr 

(n-m)xp 

.. (n-m)x(n-m) 

TABLE 4.2 
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Then, He may write the optimal ,minimal order ohse,rvei'-'! 

. estimator equations as 

~(k+llk+l) = F(k)~(k !k) ·f G(k)ql(k)+ H(k)u(k) 

L z ( k + 11 k) = F ( k) L Z (k ! k) F' (k) + Y ( k) L w y'( k) 

L'Z(k+llk'+I) = Lz(k+llk) 

L(k+l) l\(k) = A
2

(k) 

Al (k) = A 12 L z (k I k ) A 12 '+ ~ 1 L wD 1 ' 
. . I"'- . ~ ,.,.,..., 

A2 (k) = A22Iz~klk)AI2' ,+ 'D 2:'LHD2 ' 

~2Cktllk+l) =~Ck+ijk+l) t L(k+l)ql(k+l) 

q1Ck+i)= y(k+l). 

with the folloHingini~ial conditio~s 

~ (0 10) = E [q 2( 0 ) J 
L Z (0 I 0) = L q 2 0 

L Co) :: 0'" 

' .. The estimate of the original state x(k) and the error co

variance, matrix are calculated by the folloHing equat~ons 

~(k +11 k+ 1) =M-

1 [ ::~:::I k+ 1)1 

. l 
i 

. i 

'1 

! 
. i 
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4.3. A. SUBOPTIMAL MINIMAL ORDER OBSERVER 

The minimal order observer which has been developed as an 

~lternatl~e to the Kalman filter,estimatesthe entire 

sfa te ve ct or 'of a's tochas tic sys tern in the minimum mean 

square error sense. Its ,order is restricted to lin-mil 

where n is the order of the state vector and mis the 

order qfthe 'output vector.' The minimal order observer. 

assumes that th~ estimation error of m co~ponents:of th~ 

state vecto~ which are available at the output, is due 

to the measurement noise only regardles~ of the effect 6f' 

the propagation of th~ estimation error in time through 

the dynamics of the system., Under this assumption, the 

minimal order ,observer can only serve as a suboptim'al 

solution, to the state e's t ima tion problem, unlike the' 

Kalman filter. 

Con~truction of the Minimal Order Observer: 

Considei the canonical Gauss-Markov model given as 



x ( k +1) = A x (k) + B u (k) + ~ D H (k) . 

·y(k) = [1m.! oJ x(k) + v(k) 

85 . i 

4.17 

VIherex(k)e:R
D

, w(k)e:RP , v(l\)e:Rm are indepen'dent Gaussian 

random v~ctors VIith the fo11oVIing statisti6s 

E[x(o)] = x 

EIH(k)] . = ° 
E[v(k)] = ° 

o cov [xC b)] = Exo 

E [VI ( k )VI ( j )'] .. ~" E VI 0 ( k - j) 

E[v(k)v(j).'] = Evo(k-j) 

The (n-m) dimensional vector z(k) VThich is the output of 

the minimai order obse.~ve~ given bj 

z(k+l) = F(k) z(k) + G(k)y(k) + H(k) u(k) 4.18 

estimates a linear transformation of the state vectorx(k) 

for some (n~m)xnmatrix T(.k) as 

z(k) = T(k) x(k) + e:(k) .4.19 

Mhere e:(k) is the error in the estimat·e. of T(k)x(k), if 

the fo11oVTing matrix relations are satis'fied 

and 

exists. 

Then the 

T(k-!:l)A = F(k) T(k) + G(k) [1m ;0] 

T(k+1)B = H(k) 

error 

[ 

T(k) ]-1 
---:--r----. 

I I 0 m I 
I 

e:(k) satisfies the fo11oVTing: 

e:(k+l) = F(k)e:(k) + G(k)v(k) - T(k+l)DVT(k) 

4.20 

4.21 

4.22 
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Revr:c'itin·g Equa,tion 4.20 in the' form 

[-t?~d . T( k+ l)A 
I . . 

-, [F C k) : G (J<)] ,4-.23 

and postulating the existence of th~ indicated mat~ix 

inverse in the £orm of: 

[ __ ~~~~~_]-l= 
I I a m I 

I 

V(k)] ·1+.24-

where· p(k).is annx(n...,m) matrix and VCk) .. is an nxm matrix., 

one obt~ins by ciultiplying Equation 4.23 from the right by 

the above inverse, ~he solutions 

F(k) - T(ktl)A ~(k) 

G(K} - T(k+l)A V(k) 4'.25 

From Equations.~.18~ 4.2r, 4.24 and 4.2~ it is ~een that 

the design of the 'minimal brder bbserv~rreduces to the 

selection of the ~atrix·T(k+l) . 

. The observer error covariance matrix can ~e·found from the 

difference equation in Equati6n4.22 as follows: 

LE;(k+l) = E{[F(k)£(k) t G(k) v(k) - T(k+l)D w(k)] 

• [E;' ( k ) F' (k) tv' ( k ) G ' (k) - w' (k ) D ' T ' ( k +1) ] } 

LE(k+l) = F(k)LE(k)F'(k) + G(k) EvG'(k) 

+ T(ktl)DEwD!T'(k+l)· 4.26 

. h h t d' a since th'e It may be .shown t at te,cross-erms l.sappe r 

observer error is independent ofv(k) andw(k) 1141.' If. 

F(k) and G{k) are replaced with their equivale~ts in Equa- . 

tion 4.25, EE(k+l) becomes 
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= T ( k + 1) r f.~p ( k) L ('k) P! (k)A ' -. . e; . 

t A V (k ) L . V' ( k .)A' t D LwD 'JT ' (k t 1) 
" v . 

4! 2·7 " 

Defining the m~trix n(k) as fol16ws" 

~(k) = AP(k)Le;(k)P'(k)A' t AV(k)LvVI(k)A' t DLwD': 

and partitioning.n(k)~ re;(kt~) may be written as 

where Qll(k) is mxm, n~2(k) is (ri-m)~(n-~) and n 12 (k) = 

n2~(k)is ~x(n-m). 

Combining the observer output z(ktl) with the output 
.' :. . 

y(k+i) ~ives the foll~wing 

= "["-~~~;=~-]:, 'xCktl) 
I" I 0 

m I" " 

4.29 

Defining 

[ 

z(ktl) ] 
.~--:...---:. 

y(ktl) 

or equivaiently 

~(k+l) = [P(k+l)! V( kt"l)] [";z«k~t+-"l=» J 

and usi~g Equation 4.29 the following relation is obtaine~ 

xCktl) = x(ktl) 
" " [ E Ck+l)] 

t [P(k+l)i V(ktl)]. --.:.---
I " v(ktl) 

, . " 

4.30 

.J 

. i 
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The resulting estimation errore(k+1) defined by 

e(k+l) 
A . = x(k+l)- x(k+l) 

is found to be 

e(k+l) = [P(k+l) V(k+J: )] [ =~.~.:~~ 1 4.31 .' 
v( k+l) .. 

Finally, .the estimatiori e~ror covariance matrix E(k+l) . . e 
1S obtained as follows 

• [P(k+l) I V(k+l)] 
I 

But, 

E [e: (k+,l) v I (k + l)J = 0 

as it was stated be fore, the above e quat ion· becomes 

This last equation may be simplified fu~ther with the 

following choice of the matrix T(k) as 

. I 
T(k) = [-L(k) I I~-mJ 4.33 

where L(k) is an arbitrary {n-m)xm gain matrix which will 

be chosen to minimize the norm of the estimation error. 
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Hith this choice of the matrix T(}<),'the matrices ,P(k) 

and V(k) are found to b~ 

P(k)' = [~~--] 
n-m , 

4.34 

substituting Equation 4.34 into Equation 4.32 yields 

Furthermore, ~ubsiittition ~fEquation 4.33 into Eqtiation 

4.28 gives 

- L ( k +1) S'2 ' (J()+ Q
22 

( k ) 
, 12, . 4,.35, 

In order to be able' to obtain an estimate in the' .minimum 

mean square error sen~e, tra6~ Ee(k+l) 'mus~ be minimize~ 
~ith respect to L(k+l) sinc~ L(k+l) is the only matrix to" 

be 'determined. Then, from Eqtiations 4.34 and ~.35 bne 

obtains 

Setting the gradient of the above equ~tionwith respect 

to the gain matrix L(k+l) equal to zero and using th~ for

mulas given in 1161, the minimizing L(k+l) is found to be 

~f the indicated inverse exists. 

./ . -
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The observer mat~ice~ F, Gand ~.may be obtai~ed inte~~s 

of the matrices .A, Band L(k)bystralghtforward substi~ 

tution of Equatiotis 4.33 and 4;34 into Equations ~.21·and 

4.25 asfollow's 

G(k) = 'A
21

- A
22

L(k) + L(ktl)(A
ll 

H ( k) =. B2 -L (k +1 )13 1 

lnitializ~tionof the observer is done as tallows. 

Let· z(l) = T(l)X
l 

be the·obse.rver initial condition, where 

Xl is the expected value ·of the state vector x(l)~ 

Sin c e £ (1) = z ( 1) ,- T ( 1) xl' the n 

But x(1) - x = A(x(o) 
1 

x ) + ~(o)b~nce the aboveequa
o 

be comes .. 

E (1')::: T(l)(ALXA' + DLWD,)'.T'(1) 
£ 0 

To initialize the observer', define the covariance 

nco) tobe 

. n( 0) -" ALX 
o 

A' + D Ew D' 

~nd take the gain matrix L(1) to be 

ma·trix .. ( 
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4.4. CO~PUTATIONAL ASPECTS 

/ 

In this section we have prepared a table showing the me-

mory space and number of m~ltipiications.used in each ai

go~ithm so t~at the use~ may comparetheal~orithmsatco~

ding to the given dimensibns of the system. 

If should be noted that if al~ th~ measurements are ~oise 

corrupted then the user do~s not have access to Opti~al 

Red lice d-Order Ob serve r-E s tim a tor algorithm with th e pre·_· 

pared package progr~m. 

. i 

1 
. , 
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K~\.m'o.n f'i \\er Observer - Est:im ed:or . Order Ob~e ... ve.f" 

Memory 16n2.+(2m4-p+r)n+rrl'+pI1n-\-(rn-:-~mi+2r+p)n· \1-.{;-.(2r-p-'-M) 1'1 
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Number- < '2nlt+(r+m.-1m,)r?-+ (\'2.n"I~ 
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3 

+l'2.tT\2.+~<Y'\ of- '2.t1-r)m~ +nr 
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CHAPTER' 5. 

USER'S MANUAL 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

The p~ckage program consists of one main program and ten 

subroutines. The function of the ~ain program is the 

selectic;in of the. appropriate subroutine as regards the 

type6f the observer. 

The observ~rs are classified as follows: 

1. Continuou~-time deterciiniitic observers 

2. Discrete-time deterministic observers 

3. Op~imal observer-~stimato~s for stochastic systems. 

a) Kal-man' filter, if all the measurements are noise 

cor'rupte d. 

b) Optimal reduced order observer-estimator, if. the 

measurements are partially noise corrtipted. 

c) Optimal mi~imai ord~r observer-estimat6r, if all 

the measurements are noise free. 

-
Each type of observer above is ~xamin~d in 'a separate 

subsection as far asiupply of·data ca~ds, th~ output 

variables, error messages and used subioutines are con~ 

cerned. The 'u~er can fihd all the features that are pro-

vi~ed by the prepared package progra~, when he refers to 

the s~ction coricernin~ the type'of the observer that he 

chooses. 

93 

. ! 
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5 . 2~ DEFI~ITION OF INPUT VARIA~LE~ 

ST System type,real 

N System dim~ns~on, ~ ~o, integer 

M Output dimension, < N, integer 

NR Control input dimesion; ~ 10, integer 

NINoise:"free "measurement dimension, "::: M, integer 

NP bisturban~e input dimension; ~ 10, integer 

NSTEP Numb~r of k (measurement time-pbints) in stochastic 

obs~rvers, integer 

A 

B 

C 

ZL 

D 

EXPX 

COVX 

State transition matrix~ (NxN)," r&al 

Control input matrix, (NxNR) , real 

Output matrix, (MxN), real 

The matrix"L 
o 

in the."dis~rete-tim~ d~terministi~ 

ob se rvers, (N -MxM), re al 

Distfirbance input matrix, "(N~NP), real 

E[x(o)] vector, (N), real 

cov[x(o)] inatrix, (NxN),real 

COVW Disturbance covaria.?ce matrix, (NPxNP) , real 

C'OVV2 M~ as uremerit noise covariance matrix ,( M -M lxI1-Ml) , 

real 

5.3. SUPPLY OF CONTROL AND DATA CARDS 

The following coritrol cards must be supplied in the given 

order: 

ClRUN, '" 
Priority '" '" '" ID Name Charge Number Project Name 

~ "A" BOGAZICI * BUMP1. " oASG, 

ClASG,AEETHESIS * OVSERVER. 

ClXQT OBSERVER. MAIN 

I DATA 

Cl.FIN 



The READ statements in the package ~rogramar~ in fre~ 

FORMAT, (see Example 1). 

The matrices are readrow~wiSe. 

5.3.1. 

EM1PLE 

x(t) = 

yet) = 

Coritinuous·-Time Deterministic Observers 

Data Cards 

1. 

~1,N ,NR,I1,O,O 

A 

B 

C 

1. The, following 

-1 0 0.5 1 

0 0 2 1 

0 1 -0.5 0 

0 0 I 2 

0 0 0 I 

I 2 1 0 

4. 0 0 1 

2 3. '2 1 

2 

3 

0 

4 

I 

1 

Remarks 

~ystem tipe indicator 
(Continuous) 

Original s. t .. matrix 

O~iginalinput matrix 

oringin~l output matrix 

system e'quation is given. 

1 2 1 

5 0 I 

0 0 0 
x(t) + 0 0 

u(t) 
0 

1 0 1 

0 1. I 

x(t) [ : 
0 0 1 0 0 

~] 
o . 

The ~ser must supply the data cards,as follows: 

95· 
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- 80 "I, c.olum" 

1. 

A [- i. ,O.,O.5} io, 2.) f., 0., D., 2. .,1., '3') 5., ·0., 1., -O.S., 0.,0:)0., o'} O,} 1., 2.., ~. 

0'1 0 .,0., D., 1.) 1., -t.} -f., 1" \') 0.) 1.) o. 

1.., -f., 0., L,O., 0.) ~') 0,) 0., L} 1.) i. 

c 2.,4 .,~., O.,L, C., i., 1.) 3., ':t.} 1.} 1. ,0., 0.,1." D.} ~'} 0,) 

Important· Note. 

If the input ~atrix B is not present~ theri punch 

a) I in the column of NR . 

b)·" N~dimensi~nai zero matrix in th~ dat~ card 

concerning the matrix B. 

Output 

Re-numbered state variables 

Re-oriented system matrices 

Transformation ~atrix 

Transfor~ation matrix inverse 

Canonical system ~atrices 

Observer's state matrix 

Observe~'s inp~t matri~es 

Subrout ines 

QX 

A,B 

M 

M- I 

A,B,C 

F 

H,G 

'. l-

MAIN, TRNSrQ, CLTIS, .CARP, CARPI, PRTITI, PRTIT2, ,OBSERV~ 

LIAPUNand MTAMDF, MTVhM, MTMPRT from BOGAZICI*BUMPI 

Library. 
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5.3.2. Discrete-Time Deterministic Observers 

The system matrices of observeTs can be obtained in two 

steps. The 'output of the fi-t'st step is supplied as' input 

data for the second step';· 

STEP 1 

Output 

Data Cards 

2. 

M.,N ,NR,H,O,O 

A 

B 

C 

Re-numbered ~tate variables 

Re-oriented syste~ matrices 

Transformation matrix 

Remarks 

System type itidicator 
(Discrete) 

Origi~ais~t. ,mat~ix 

Origina~ inputmatri~ 

'Original output rna trix 

QX 

A,B 

M 

Inverse, of transformation matrix 

Canonical system matrices 

-1 
M 

A,B,C 

STEP 2 ..-
Canonical statetra~sitlort matrix A isp~rti~ioned as 

follows: 

.:,m. -n-m. 
m [~11 ~12] 
n-m . A21 A22 

and the matrixL
o 

is calculated sci that the eigenvalue$ 

of 

are inside the unit circle. Then the following data 

~ 
, I 

1 



cards are supplied. 

Data Cards 

5 • 

'Remarks' 

Indica te s th at the, m'atrix' 
Lo is calculatea 
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M , N, N R , H ,0 ,'0 

A Canonical state.t~ansition 
matrix 

B 

ZL 

Canonical iriprit mat~ix 

L o 

See Example 1 and Important Note.in Section 5.3.1'. 

Output 

Observer's state trans.itionmatrix F, 

Observer's input matrices H,G 

Error Messages 

M e~ceeds or equal to N 

C is not of full-rank 

A is singular 

Subroutines 

MAIN,' TRNSFO, DLTIS , CARP, CARP,l ,PRTIT 1, PRTIT2,' OBSERV 

arid MTAMDF, MTYLM, MT~PRT ~rom:BOGAZICl*BU~Pl Library., 

.5.3.3. Opiimal Ob~erver-Estimators for Stochastic Systems 

Case 1. All the Measurements are Noise Co~rupted 

This 6ase cons~ders that the following system equations 

are given.: 



x(k+i) = A~(k) ~ B u(~) + D w(k) 

y(k) = C xCk) + v(k)-

-'-
where covariance matrix of ~he measurement noise i~ a 

- Cmxm) positive-defiriite matiix. 

Data.Cards Remarks 

3.0ptima~-estimat6r 

MjN,NR,O,NP,NST~P MI~O indicates that all the 

measur~ments are noise 

corrupted. 
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A 

B 

Original state transition matrix' 

Ori ginal inpu-t ma-trix 
-C 

D 

EXPX 

COVX 

- C-OVW 

COVV2 

Originai out~ut matrix 

Original' dis turba:nce rna tr,ix 

Original E [xC 0) J 
Original cov[x( 0) J 
Covar-iance m~_trix of original 

disturbance matrix 

Measurement noise covariance 

matrix (mxm) 

See Example I and I~portant Note in ~ection 5.3.1. Impor

tant Note also applies for the'matrices D and COVW. 

Output 

Kalman gainm~trix 

Error cova~iance matrix 

Error Messages 

Ml eceeds M. 

P(k) 

Ex(k/k) 

PSI. is singular ([CCEx(k+llk)C'+ Ev]-l, does not exist) 

j 
, I 
1 
I 



. Subroutines 

MAIN, STOKAS, CARPl and MTA~DF, MTMPRT from BOGAZicI* 

BUMP l' Library. 

Case 2 • Measurements are Parti'aliy Noise Corrupted 

100 

This case considers that the followiBg system equations 

are given:· 

x(k+ 1) = 

y(k) = 

m-m l where v 2 (k)ER 

Ev.ii ~f the for~ 

A 

C 

x(k) + B u(k) + D w(k) 

x(k) [0 1 + ;;(1<) . 

The ~eaSurement noise covariance matrix 

[--H-;~~-] 

Data Cards Remarks' 

3. .Optim'al-estinia·tor 

M,N,NR,Ml,NP,~STEPM1<M. Partically noise cor

.rupted measurements. 

A Original state transition 

inatrix 

B Original con trol input matrix 

C Original output matrix 

D Original dis trub an ce matrix 

EXPX Original E[x(o)] 

COVX Original cov [xCo) l 
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D.?ta Ca.rds Remarks 

covw Co~ari~nce matrix of original 

disturbance.ma~rix . 

COVV2 Measurement noise covariance 

See Example I and Important Note iri Section5.3.1. Impor~ 

tant Note ~lso applies for the matrices D and COVW. 

'Output 

Ra-numbered state vari~bles 

Re-oriented system matricei 

Transformatiop matrix 

Inverse- of transformation matrix 

Canonical system matrice~ 

Gain matrix 

Observer gairi ~atrix 

Error covariance matrix of the 

re-orietited sy'stem 

Dbserv~r'sstate transition matrix 

Obs~rver's input matrices 

'Error 11essages 

Ml exceeds M. 

QX 

A,B,D,EXPX ,COVX 

M 

M- I 

A,B,C,D,EXPX,COVX 

P(k) 

L(k) 

"Ex( k"l k ) 

r(i<) 

H(k), G(k) . 

C i~ not of. full-rank 

PSI is s'ingular [[C
22

E'Z(k+I-lk)C 22 ' + Ev2J-
l 

'does-not eXist] 

LAMDAl is singulai [Al(k) is singular] 

Subroutines 
MAIN, STOKAS, TRNSFO, CARP, CARPl, PRTITI, PRTIT2, OBSERV 

andMTAMDF, M~MPRTfrom BOGAZICI~BUMPI Library. 

- .... " 
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Case 3. All the Meaiurements ar~ Noise, tree 

This c,ase conside .... s' tha· ,t' h f '.' , ~. t, e. ollow1ng system e~uations. 
are given: 

x(k+l) = A x(k) + BuCk) + D w(k) 

y (k) - C x ( k)' 

Data Cards Remarks 

3. Opti~al~estimator 

M,N,NR,M,NP,NSTEP 

A 

B 

C 

D 

EXPX 

, COVX 

COVW 

'Ml~M indicates ihat the 

measurements are noise 

free 

Origirial state transition 

matrix 

Original control input matri~ 

Original output matrix 

Original disturbanc~ matrix 

Original E[x(o)] 

Original cov[~(k)J 

Covari~nce' matrix of orlginal 

disturbance matrix 

See Example 1 and Important Note in Section 5;3.1. Impor

tant note also appli~s for the matricesD and CQVW. 

Output 

Re-numbered state variables 

Re-oriented system matrices 

Tr.ansformation matrix 

Transf6rmation matrix inverse 

Can onical sys tern rna tric~s 

. Observer gain matrix 

QX 

A,B,D,EXPX,COV{( 

M 
H- l ' 

A,B,C,D,EXPX,COVX 

L(k) 
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E~ror covariance matrix of the 

re-6r~enteA system L:x(k\k) 

F(k) Db~erver's staie transition matrix 

Observer'~ iriput matrices H(k), G(k)· 

Error Me ssage s 

Ml exceeds M. 

C is not 9ffull-rank 

LAMDAl is.singular 

Subroutines 

MAIN, STOKAS, TRNSFO, CARP, ~ARP1, PR7IT1~ PRTIT2, OaSERV 

and MTAMD, MTMDRT from BOGAZICI;':BUMPl Library. 

5.3.4. Suboptimal Minimal Order Observer for Sto~hastic 

Systems 

Data Cards 

4. 

M,~,NR O,NP,NSTEP 

A 

B 

C 

D 

EXPX· 

COVX 

COVW 

COVV2 

Remarks 

Sub~optimal estimator 

Original state transltion m.atrix 

Original contrbl inputmatiix 

Original output matrix 

Original disturbance matrix 

Original E [xC o)J 

Original cov[x(o)] 

·C6variante m~trix of original 

disturbance matrix 

Measurement noise co~arinace 

matrix (mxm) 

See Example land Important Note in Section 5.3.1. Im

portant note also applies for the matrices D and COVW; 
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Output 

QX R~-numbered state v~ria~les 

Re-orie.nted~ ~ysteni' matrices 

Tr~nsfor~ation matrix 

fransfo~ma~{on m~trix {nver~e 

Canonical system matrices 

A , B, D , E X PX , C 0 V X 

M . 

. Observer gain matrix 

Error covariance m~trix of the 

re-orlentedsjstem 

Observer's state transition matrix 

Observe~'s input matrices 

. Error Messages 

Ml exceeds M. 

C is not of full-rank. 

M:-l 
. . 

A,B,C,D,EXPX,COVX 

L{k) 

LX( ,k I k)' 

F(k) 

H(k), G(k) 

The gain. matrix L(k) cannot be calculated. 

«Qll(k) + Lv)-l does not exist) 

Subroutines 

MAIN~ STOKAS, TRNSFO, CARP, CARP1, PRTIT1, PRTIT2 and 

MT~MDF, MTMPRT from BOGAZICI*BUMPl Library. 

5.4. SUBROUTIN&S 

1. MAIN Program 

This main program selects the proper subroutine according 

to the type of the observer. 

fr6m the supplied data dards. 

Input parameters 

Input parameter~ are read 

ST,N,M,NR,Ml,NP~NSTEP,A,",C.(See Sedti6n·5.2for the 

d~finitidn of input parameters.} 



Outputpara~eters 

None. 

Error Messages 

,W exceeds or equai to N., 

Ml exceeds M. 

·Ais singular. Discrete~~~me ~inimal order observer 

ciann6t be realized. 

Subroutines Selected 

TRNSFO, CLTIS, DLTIS, STOKAs 
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2. Sub~outine TRNSFO (A,B,C,D,tXPX,VOCX,M~MAUX,NE,NP,N,ST) 

The subroutih~TRNSFO re-numb~rs.the state variables. to 

. obtain a non-singular matrix CICSee Section, 2 .1) and 

evaluates the transformation ma·trix M that transforms the 

original system equation :into the canonical form. 

·Input .parameters 

A ,B ,C ,D, EXPX , C OVX ,M ,MAUX, NR, NP ,S , ST. 

MAUX - Output dimension 

M - Noi~e~fre~ measur~ment di~ension 

Rest 'is as given in Section 5.2. 

Output parameters 

A,B~C,D,EXPX,COVX 

All th~se ma~~ices obtain canonical values~ 

Error Message 

C is nbt of full-rank. 

Subroutines Used 

CARP, CARP 1 
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3.5ubroutine C1TIS (A,B,M,N,NRi 

The subroutine C1TI5 evaluate.s and prints the matrix L of 

the continuous~time dete~ministic observer by solving 

the '1yaptinov equation. The matrix 1 is then used in 

5 UBR OUTINE OB 5ERVto evaluate the matrices F, G and H of 

th e Obse rver. 

Thesubr~utin~ C1TI5 is called .from the ·main program after 

the transformation into the canonical fo~m has been per

forme d. 

Input parameters 

A,B,l-I,N,NR 

Output paramete~s 

zt - The matrix 1. 

Err.orMessage 

No solutionto1yapunov Equation - see Se'ction 2.2.2. 

S~broutines U~ed' 

CARPl,' 1IAPUN, OBSERV, PRTITl,PRTIT2 

4.· 5ubrou_tine DLTI5 (A,B,M,N,NR) 

P~rforms the same operatIons in SUBROUTINE CLTI5 f6r the 

discrete-time 4et~rministic obse~ve~. 

Input parameters 

. A, B ,1-1, N ,N R 

Output parameter 

Z1- .The matrixL.· 



Error ifJessage 

None. 

Subroutines Used 

CARFl,OBSERV,PRTITl,PRTIT2 

5. Subroutine LIAPUN (ASQ,QSQ,N,R~Y). 

The subroutine LIAPUN solves the Ly-apunov Equation of 

the form 

(ASQ)'Rt R(ASQ) + QSQ = O. 

Input paramet~rs 

. ASQ,QSQ,N 
. ,.., 
-A . 

22 ASQ -

-QSQ 
,.. .", 

.A
12 

'KA
I2 

- Q (K and Qare determined in. the sub--

Output parameters 

R,Y 

l' 0 uti n e C L TI S ) 

R - Solution matrix of the above Lyapunov Equation. 

Y_ R- 1 

Error Message 

None. 

. , 

(It has a message as, "Inverse does not exist", but 

~olution is found in this case as well.) 

Subrou tin es Use d 

CARPI 
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6. Subroutine STOKAS (A,B,C;Ml,M,NR,NP,N,NSTEP,ST) 

This subroutine evaluates th~ ps~ameterso£ Dptimal-

ob se rver -esti rna tors an d sub -optimal min imal-orde r. ob se r

vers for stochastic .systems. 

Input paramet~rs 

A,B,C,Ml,M,NR,NP,N,NST~P,ST 

Output parameters 

See Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. 

Error Messages 

See Se~tion 5.3.3 ~nd 5.3.4. 

Subroutines Used 

TRNSFO,CARP1,OBSERV,PR~IT1,~RTIT2" 

7. Subroutine OBSERV (ZL~All,A12,A2l,A22,Bl~B2,Dl,D2,M, 

" NR,NP,N.S"T,F,G,H,PN) 

The subro~tine OBaERV evaluates and prints the observer 

matrices F,G and.~ in the deterministic case~-"This sub

routine is also used in. optimal reduced-order ~ndin 

~ptim~l minimal order observer-estimator designs. 

Input parame te"rs 

~L,All,A1Z,A2~,A22,Bl,B2,nl,D2,M,NR,NP,N,ST 

ZL - L in de termin ist ic· case, L( k) in stochas tic case 

All,A12,A2l~A22 - Blocks. of the partitioned matrix A 

Bl,B2 -Blocks bf the partitioried mat~ix B 

Dl,D2 Blocks of the pa~titioned matrix D 



Output parameters 

F,G,H,PN 

PN -Y(k) 

Error Message 

None. 

Subroutine·Used 

CARPl 

8. S~broutine CARP (CC,PP,MM,NN~KK~D) 
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The sribroutine CARP per£or~s the following ~ul~i~li~~tiori: 

D = CC .,': PP(i) 

~his sub~outineis used inth~ reduction to canonical 

form. 

Input parameters 

CC,PP,MM,NN,KK 

CC The matrix C 

PP - The matrix PM(i) (See Section ~;2.1)· 

M M - t·j (0 u t pu t dim ens ion) 

NN N (system' dimension) 

KK - i. 

Output parameter 

D 

. Error Me s sage. 

None 

.S-\lbrout ine Use d 

None 



9.Subr6uiineCARPl (~tl,PPl,MM,~N,NNl,nl) 

Thi~ subroutine is Used in matrix ~ultiplic~tion. 

Input param~ters 

CCI - Pre-multiplying "~atri~ 

PPI Hultip"lied matrix 

MM - R~w dimerision of the pre-multiplyin~ mat~ix 

110. 

NN -Column dimension of the pre-multiplying matrix or 

th~ row dimension ~fthe mul~iplied matrix-

NNI - COlumnd{mensionof the multiplied ~atrix 

Output parameter· 

Dl - Resuliant matrix 

Error l~essage 

None 

Subroutine Used 

None 

10. Sub~butini PRTITI (A,M,~,All,A12,A21,A22) 

This subroutine .partitionsa square matrix A as follows: 

A = 

-Input parameters 

A; M"~N 

Output parameters 

All,A12,A21,A22 

[
A_II 

A21 

m 

n-m 



Error' Hessage 

None 

Subroutine Used 

None 

11. SubroutinePRTI"T2 (AA,H,N,BR,Bl,B2) 

This subroutine pa-rtitions a ~ectangular m~trix AA as 

follows: 

lriput pirameters 

AA,M,N,NR. 

NR - r 

Output parameter~ 

Bl,B2 

Error Message 

None 

Subroutine Used 

None 

r 

AA = [::] 
m 

n-m 
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CH,L\PTER ',6. 

'CONCLUS IONS 

In thi~ study, deterministic a~d stocha~tic obse~vers fbI' 

linear time 'invariant systems have been discussed. Sin ce, 

not allthe:approaches to the desigh of obs~rvers can be 

~tili~ed by digital computers the theoretical develop~ent 

has b~en mainly devoted to th~design procedures that can 

be 'treat~d by digital computers. The comput~tional pro-' 

blems of other appro~6hes are sta~~d below for the sake 

of future researchers in this area. 

In the deterministic case, the minimal order observers, 

with zero steady state' estimate error are considered. 

The steady state estimate error has b~enrelat~d to th~ 

s~ability bf the bbserver and the dynamics of theobser

vel' have been determined by the use of the Lyapunov sta-, 

~iiity theory 171. The dynam~cs of the observer can also 

be determined by choosirig th~ eigenvalue~ of, the ~tate 

-transition matrix of the observer in such a way that they 

c~rrespond to a given set cif ei~envalu~s 131~ ,This 

meth~d requires that the 'parametric dharacteristic equa:~ 

tion of the observer be equal to the characteristic equa

tion obtained fro~ th~ set of eigenvalues.~ An algorithm 

has nbt yet been developed that can be appiied on digital 

computers to eval~ate this parametric equati6n. One may 

use th~ method which transforms the system equatio~s into' 

the observable compamon form and evaluate the parameters of the 

observe"rI181. But,this methodbecortles' quite cumberson for multi

eu tpu t sy,stems as far,as computa t ienal asp~cts are concerned, 

, .1:herefore, the digital computer'based solution is not attractive. One other 
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-. 
approach is to use the extension· of Acke~mann's procedure 

-to mu1tivariab1e~ystems. This. method is not yet .uti1iz-

able by digital computers and it is under investigation 119-1. 

The meth6ds presented So far pesu1tiri time~invariant .ob

servers, thus t'he computat.ions· are held off-line. One 

may considerth~transient estimate error and employ an' 
. .' 

on~line procedure which mini~izes the norm of the error 

in the transient period. This su~~estion opens ~ new 

research area since 86me systems may not admit large 

errors in thetransierit .period. 

The. construction' of minimal order observers for continuou$ 

time systems has been reduced to the solution of the 

Lyapunov equation of. the form 

The solution of this equation hinges on the selection of 

the mat~ix K.It was shown that the m~trix Kcan easily 

be selected if the matrixA22 .is either positive-definite 

or negative-definite.· If A22 . is an indefinite_ or'a semi~ 
. -. . 

definite matrix then the matri~ K"can be found by an ex-
. . 

haustive search among positive~semidefiriite matrices such 

t~at the above equation yields a.positive-definite solu-

tion matrix R. This thesis work misses any sugges~ion 

concerning this exhaustive search method. 

The'r~dUction'ofthe order of ~he Lyapunov equation in _th~ 

discrete-ti~ecas~ is an important s~ep in the development 

of thedete~ministic-time ob~erveTtheory. This reduction 

in order ~educes the comptitation time considerably com~ 

pared to the computation time of· the solutions fo~nd in 

the literattire. " For the discrete-time observers it re

mairis finally to say tha~ the hand-calculation of the 

matrix L in 'order to hav~ a·stab1ematrix S must not be o 0 



-considered as a drav1back in the developed study, since 

men:..com'puter interactions 'a~e quite' common in recent 

y"ears. 

The stochastic case- involve~ the optimal r~duded order 
. ' .. 
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observer-estimato~a~d subopti~al minimal 6r~er' ob~erver. 

For syste~~ in ~hich optimality is no~ of utmostimp~r~ 
tance one may use the suboptimal minimal order observer 

which provides f~st response since the computation time. 

which is a function of the order of the observer reduces 

considerably. .Thetrade .;..o£f between optimality and the 

computationaltim~ may be best-decided upon by comparin~ 

the. r~sults and theco~putationtime of both the optimal 

redu6ed~o~de~ 6bser~er-estimator and the suboptimal mini-. 

mal order observer for the system of interest. 

The user's manu~l prepared explains ho~ the data must be 

supplied by the user to evaluate the parameters of the 

'observer bf -interest. It also provide~ the ~tructur~s bf 

the subpr6grams in the p~~kageprogram. The package pro-

g~am is preserve~ at Boiazi~i Universit~ Compute~ Ceri~er. 

The programs in th~. package are listed in the Appendix .~. 

·Id all programs, ~ingle pre~ision is used, if high accu

racy is required, by changing matrix and ~rraj definitions 

an d supp ly ing nece s s(3.ry cards to dec lare doub Ie' pre ci s ion 

,:ariables, double precision arithmetic may b.e used. We 

finally say that; the disadvant~ge o~ this package is.that 

i t_ is on ly C ompat ib le to UNI VAC sy stems. The problem may 

be avoided byrewriti~g some ofth~ subroutines so that 

they can be used in 'any computer sy'stem. 



APPENDIX A 

EXANPLE 1- The folloi'l'ing plant is given: 

-3 0 -2 -1 0 

--2 -2 -3 -3 1 
x(t) = x(t) + uCt) 1 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 -1 1 

t: 1 4 :] yet) = x(.t) 
0 2 

.'.\ 

F,ind an optimal state 'fee dback control u (t) of the'form 

u(t) = -K x( t) 

such that the foliowing performance index is mitiimized. 

Solution 

00 

PI - J {x'x + u'u)dt 
o 

Al~the states are not available at the output.WewLll 

show,tha~ an observer 'can be designed to estimate 'the 

non-available $tates so that the abov~ optimal control 

p,roblem is solved. The solution, after all the states 

beciomes available, of the above problem can be found in 

any optimal control book. 



. 

The transformation matrix M and its iri vers e r-l- 1 

2 ·1 4 1 

1 0 2 1 -, 
·M = 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

O. 1 -2 -1 

-1 1 -2 0 1 
'M· = 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

transfor; the above sys~em into the canonical form as 

fol10'l-1s: 

-2 0 1 o· 2, 

0 -1 0 1 1 
q(t) = q (·t) + u(t) 

0 1 -2 0 .0 

0 0 0 -1 1 

o o 0], 
. 0 ' 

q(t) yet) = 
1 o 

vThere 

q(t) = M x(t) 

It is seen from the above output equation that the state 

variables q3(t) and :q4{t) are not available. To obtain: . 

the estimates q3(t) and q4(t) the minimal order ~bserver 

is designed as £oi10'l-1s: 

The Lyapunov'equation 

is solved. 



-
is a,negative-definite matrix; then if the matrix K is 

chosen as 

K = 0' 

the above Lyapuriov equation yields a positive 'definite 

soilltion matrix R, for every Q > O. 

Since K = 0, the matrix L becomes 

The the observer matrices are: 

,..- t c:J 
F = A22 = 

"" [: :] G = A21 = 

,... 

[ :J H = B2 = 

The observer error 

[ zl (t) - q3( t) l e(t) = 
z2 (t) - q4(t) 

e (t) = [-: -: ] e(t) 

The solution of the above differential equatiqn is 

[ -2t 

:-tJ 

,e . 
e(t) = e(o) 

o . 



The . following graphs show that the .error decr.eases vrith 
. . 

tLme regardl~ss of the error in the ini~ialcondition. 

ebb ose e (0) = .[.+41 
. +2 

• 

The matrices P and V'~refound to be: 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0: 1 
P = V = 

1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 



EXA!1PLE 2. A canon ical sys te m is ~ described as: 

[O'~5 0.625 1 

+Ul q(k+l) = 1 
3 l q (k) .u(k) 

0 0.5 

t 0 :] y( k) = q(k) 
1 

th~ poles of this open-loop sy~iem are ~t: k, 0.5 and 

0.25. It is desired to find a state f~edback control of 

the formu(k} = K qCk) so that the. closed-loop poles are' 

at 0, 0 .. 25 and 0.5. 

Solution 

The state variable q3(k) is not available at the output 

hence we will de~igna first ord~r ~bs~rve~toesti~ate 
the state variable, q3(k) so that the ~tate feedback con

trol u(k) can be ubtained. 

For '~his system n=3 andm=2 then we partition the matrix 

A as follows: 

We calculate the elem~nts of the matri~ L sunh that the 

eigenvalues bf A
2Z

-LA l2 are inside the unit circle. 



Choosing x'2 - 0 and ···9'.1· = O. 5 ~ the eigenvalues of A2 2 -L.~ 12 : 

is found .to be zero. 

With the initial value of the .matrix L as 

L = [0.5 0 ] 

the fo~lowing r~sults have been obtained. 

F ·0.827 

G = [113.036· -i7.7] 

H .- -31. 22 

The observer error e(k) evolves ip time as 

e(k) = (0 ~827)k e(o) 

0.0\" 

0.0' 



EXM1P LE 

x(k+l)= 

+ 

E(x(o»= 

Case 1. 

y-C k + 1) 

and 

3. . Con.sider the following stochastic system: 

o .5 1 0 0 0 1 0 i 

0 o .5 0 1 0_. 1 1 2 

1 0 0~25 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0.75 1 1 
x (k) + 0 2 

0 0 0 0 0.8 0 1 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0.6 ·0 1 

0 .1 

2 1 

3 -0 w(k) 

·0 0 

o .5 0 

0 0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

cov(x(o» = diag(10,20~30,~0,50,60) 

Q = [:: 1 
All. the me asuremen ts are noise corrupte d. 

=U 
0 0 0 0 n 1 0 0 0 xC k+l) + v(k+l) 

0 1 0 0 

[~ 
0 

n R = 2 

0 

.-

u( k) 



The follo~inggri~h shows the results obtaine~ from the 

Kalman filter algorithm and Minim'al· Order-Observer . 

Case 2 ; , Some 

'y(k+l) = r~ 
R 

• eo 

M,n'mQl-'Order 
, Obse~"er 

" k 

measurements 'are noise free. 

0 0 0 0 

~l [v] 1 0 0 0 x(k+l) + 
~ ~(~~~.) 

0 1 0 0 

[~ 
0 

~] = 2 

0 

, k 



APPENDIX· B 

SUBROUTINES. 
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C !\ L L fIT 1\ tv' rj F \ n", ,1 II , 1 0 • , C; , , t,! , i J, , r; P'! , ) 

.C/\LL ' r}T"~'!lF( rtf' , 1 (1,1 n" C;, ,1\','" , r.;FN, ) 
MP1="+t - ' , , 
Of) ') I= 1 , 1\: . 

1 OX(! =T' 
OO~ r±::t,',Af1 1 

'00 ~ I=l,N 
3 PI<': <1,'1,1 T>=t'. 

P!') 1 t T = ~ ,',A 
DO 1'1 ,J=, ," 

t/~ ,P~Jl (. ,.J) =r: (I, . .1) 
nf) l S ,T=-1f11 ,~' 

15 Pr.'l c'I' r! >=1; , 
004 I=l,11 

,L=T, " _ 
IF' (r(L,Ll.f'JF.r.'GO TO" 

,11 LP1=' +1 " 
Of) Sr '<=LP' , t..j 

5.IF ( (L,Vf.NF:.n.) 1;1') Tf)r::S 
r,,10 T;_ sst:; ,'T 

55CHf1K' -pK ( 1: , L, ; ) 
PV(T'L'Tl=n~(·'-V,T) 
PK(T'K,I>=CHf1K'1' " 
IF (T .E0.1 )GI")i T0 6 
CI~PK' =nK! 1 ,L, 1 ) " 
P I{ ( l' L , 1 ) = P I< ( 1 'K' 1 ) 
PK ( l' K,l l::CHPJ-:i 

600 7 IT=l,~J ' 
t F ,.. lr I! ~ r; T • J:'~ U v , "() T '" 1 n 
CH,~-·qI'L) 
C (T I ' L) =C ( T T , ~n 
C ( J PK' =CHr: 

. C H P ~l1 = N'l ( T T • '- , 
P 1\1 1 (T I, L ) = rnq ( T T , !/ ) 
P fit, (.!, 1< ) = c: HP • ~ 1 , 

1B IF" ( ST ·,.LT. ,)" , GO TO, 12· 
CHC0"X=Ul'J'< (TT 'L' 

, COVX ( I T,I ) =(0'/'1( (T I, V. 
CI)\lX(!T,K,=CHCI'")VY . 

12 CH f\ :: 1\ (' T I , L " ' 
A{II·L)=~(TI,K)· • 

7 A(TPr~l=r.HfI 
00 1"f .JJ=l,t~ 
'IF(ST ~LT. :). ) 1;0 Tn 19 
C H C' f)" x = C!') 'J x( L , , I J' , 
cnvx (L, J,;) =C0"')( (V ',)J, 
(0\1'< (K ,J, Jl=CHr: 0 VX . ,. 

1 Q C H 1\=" (L , , J J ) , 
,A, (L ,IIJ) =/\ {K ,,),J} 

13A(~,' J)=CH/\ 
,no 1 ~ ,J.J=l,~.JR 
CHR=' (L, JJ) 
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